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These check lists and ~rocedures supersede 2AF 
Manual 50-27, "R-29 Standard Procedures for Pilots'', 
dated 25 ,July 1944. The changes included in this re
vision are dictated by changes in airph.ne design and 
by improvements in operating nrocedure demonstrated in 
~ctual flight tests. 

Criticism is encouraged and shou..~d be directed to 
thP. Co"l"f'landinP- General, Second Air Force. Any changes 
in procedw-e must be approved by this headquart ers be
fore being used. 

The followinP' letter from General ARNOLD emphasizes 
the impor\(l!1Ce of--adherinP, strictly to these procedures • 
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HUOOUNH£RS or TH[ AAMY AIR FOR(.[$ 
N4."' ")t:,.-A,.Tfr•U;NT 

WA,.tilNQTON , 0 . C 

WAR DEPARTMENT 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY AIR FORCES 

WASHINGTON 

Kajar General u. o. lat 
Camaand1.ng0ensra1. 
See0Dd ilr Foroe 
Colorado Spr1np I Colorado 

Dear Bllt1 

15 JUL l944 

I nan ju.at. been aifrised that 1'011 han is1111ed detailed 
operat:ll:lg procedures for tl.71ng the ~9 a.1rpl.aDe am havw e► 
tabliahed standardisation board., at all ;rour B-29 buea and TOUl' 
headquartera tar closely checlcLng observance ot theae proc~• 
am tor kMpillg th• up to date. I am .rurther adviaed that 1'011 
intend talc1ng ilmMdiate action on caaea ot careless or w:Utul 
rtolation ot then procedures. 

file purpose ot thh letter 1e to let you. knmr that I !Ml 
,our action to be entirely caonendahle and that I desire you to 
inatruct your sapsrrtsory- per:ioun.el that the procedures you havw 
laid down be made very clear to crews operating B-29 equipnent, 
togetber with the tact that strict observance ot those proeedure11 
is mandatory tor all concerned • 

.ln a1rplan9 or the aize and cost of the B-29, and poss.as
ing &3 it does such tremendou11 poi,sibillt.1.es tor in!luencing the 
cour11e or the war, must and shall be operated properly and I 1111 
looking to you to 11ee that, in the trainillg of B-29 crews, thia 
ia done. 
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SlilCOND AIR 10RClll 
01JICIAL PILOT 1S CHECK LIST 

Before Starting Bngine1: 

1. Visual Inspection 
2. J'ora lA, Loading 

Liat, Weight & CG 
3. Crew Inspection 
4. Parachute 
5. Clo.thing 
6. Life Preserver 
7. Parking Brakes and 

Chock1 
8. Paergency Landing 

Gear Door Relea1e 
9. Bmergency Bomb Bay 

Door Release 
10. Fmergency Cabin 

Pressure Release 

B-29 

11. Landing Gear Transfer 
SWitch 

12. Overcontrol 
13. Landing Gear SWitch 

and 1uae 
14. Battery Switch 
15. Put-put 
16. ~draulic Pressure 

a. Main b. Emergency 
17. 1light Controls 
18. Radios 
19. Al timeter1 
20. Turret■ 
21. Seate and Pedals 
22. Lighta 
23. Oxygen 
24. Propeller• 
25. Turbos 
26. Bngineer 11 Report 

27. Stand Clear-J'ire Guard 

:Before Taxiiy: 
l. Vacuum 

iv 

Completed 

Checked 
Completed 
OX OX 
ox ox 
ox ox 

Set Set 

In Place 

In Place 

In Place 

Normal 
Engaged 

Down• Fuae Checked 
On 
Started 

ox 01'. 
Checked 
Checked Checked 
Set Set 
Stowed 
01: ox 
Checked Checked 
01: OX 
Hi BPM 
Ott 
Check List Complete 
Read1' to Start Enginee 
Clear Left, Clear Right 

OX OJC 
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2. Gyros 
3. Instruments 
4. Alarm Bell one 
5. Phone Call 

Signal Light ) con-
6. Combat Station) 

Inspection ) tact 
7. Chock:s 
8. Parking Brakes 

Before Take-Off: 

l. Bomb Bay Doors 
2. Emergency Brakes 
3. Airplane Headed into 

the Wind 
4. Nose Whi,el 
5. Engine Run-up 

6. Wing Flaps 
7. Trim Tabs 
8. Auto Pilot 
9. Windows and Hatches 

10. Turbos 
11. Propellers 
12. Crew 
13. Radio Call 
14. Throttle Brake 

:Before Land~: 

1. Notify Crew 
2. Radio Call 
3. Altimeters 
4. Trailing Antenna 
5. Auto Pilot 
6. Turrets 
7. ~draulic Pressure 

a. Main b. Emergency 
8. Put-put 
9. Propellers 

10. Landing Gear 
11. Engineer's Report 

12. Stall Speed 

V 

Uncaged Uncaged 
Checked Checked 
OK 

OK 

OK 
Out Left, Out Right 
Off, Stand by to Taxi 

Closed 
Checked 

Straight 
Stand by for Engine 
Run-up 

25 Degrees 
Set 
Off 
Closed Closed 
No. 8 
Hi RPM 
Prepare for Take-off 
Completed 
OK, Stand by for Take
off 

Prepare for Landing 
Completed 
Set Set 
In 
Oft 
Stowed 

OK OK 
On the Line 
24oO RPM 
Down and Lights On 
Check List Complete: 
Weight CG ___ -_-_-_MPH __ _ 



13. Wing :na.-os 
14. Turbos · 

After La.ndiri.g: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
. 13. 

Hydraulic Pressure 
Turbos 
Propellers 
Wing Flaps 
Bomb Bay Doors 
Parking :Brakes 
Magnetos 
.Engiuee 
Radios 
Controls 
Wheel Chocks 

Form 1 and lA. 
Crew Inspection 

vi 
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Standing By 
No. 8 

OK 
, Off 

Hi RPM 
Up 
Open 
Set 
Checked 
Cut 
Off Off 
Locked 
Chocks in Place 
Chocks in Place 
Brakes Off 
Accomplished , 
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SECOND AIR FORCE 
AMPLIFIED PILOT'S CHECK LIST 

:e...29 

~ STARTING ENGINES 

I. Vi8'Ua.l Inspection Completed. 
The diagram below designates the recollll!lended proce

dure for preflight inspection. Arrow, indicate direc
tion of walk. DO NOT WALK THBOUGH THE PROPS AT ABY TIMI. 

A. A visual inspection by the Airplane Commander 
and Pilot will include the following: 

1. Place parachutes and personal equipment on 
ramp to left of nose section. Tlu.,s will prevent confu
sion when Airplane Commander calls for crew inspection. 

2. Master, battery and magneto switches •on". 
Airplane Commander enters forward pressurized compart
ment and checks master, battery and magneto switchea off, 
He then informs the crew permitting them to check for 
liquid lock•. 

• 3. Teat for liquid lock. When the Airplane 
Commander informs the crew that the switches a.re "off", 
each prop will be pulled through four blades to teat for 
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liquid lock. Do not pull blades in reverse in an attempt 
to break a lock. Thia is merely a preliminary inspec
tion and does not replace procedure of pulling props 
throU&h 12 blades before starting. 

4. l!'orm U and loading list. Check the Form 1A 
and sign (if necessary) the exceptional release. Fill 
out and sign the loading 11st. 

5. Internal inspection of forward pressurized com
partment. Check general condition and proper stowage 
of all equipment. 

a. lire extinguisher - securely mounted and 
actuating valve safetied. 

b. Ditching braces - 11 STOWlim 11 • 

c. Compressor circuit breakers - 110N". 
d. Pressure bulkhead door (Sta. 218) - check 

movement and closed position for varpage. 
6. l!'orward bomb bq. 

a. Ditching braces - "STOWED". 
b. Bomb door safety down lock - "IN PLA.CE11 • 

c. lmergency release cable• - check teneion, 
wear and freedom from foreign obJect,. 

d. Tank eaf ety switch - 11011 • 

e. Bomb door safety valves - •on•. 
t. Accumulator pressure - 1200-1500 PSI. 
g. Control cables - check tension, wear and 

freedom from objects. 
h. Loading - vhuall;r check loading and number 

of bombs. 
7. Nose wheel .well. 

a. Nose wheel crank - 1 STOWED 11 • 

b. Engine fire extinguisher■ - check red disc 
at end of line running down each bottle. 
If discs are not present or if safety wire 
1• broken or missing, new 002 cylinder■ 
ahould be installed before flight. Should 
be eafetied with fine brass Wire. It the 
Wire is too heaV7, engineer will be UD&ble 
to pull the handle. 

c. Nose well light - bulb OX and securely 
socketed. Check operation it anticipating 
night flight. 

d. Nose wheel solenoid shield securely mounted. 
e. Cannon plug - all cannon plugs should be 

tight and taped as an added precaution. If 
the rotating collar 1 ■ not screwed tightl7, 
engine vibration can shake loose the 

- la -
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cannon plug connections. 
f. Nose wheel well doors and hinges - check 

for: condition and security of attachment 
of doors, latch spr i ng on actuating mech
anism for tension or distortion, and control 
cables for tension, wear and freedom of 
movement. 

g. Nose gear limit switches - access doors to 
limit sw:1.tches tight and screws lock wired. 

h. Electrical or manual amergency system. 
Check cables for tension, wear and freedom 
of objects. 

1. External power plug in box - socket clean 
and bo~ secure. 

j~ Nose wheel inspection window - cleanliness 
and condition. 

8. Nase Wheel. 

a. Down lock - "IN PLACE". 
b. Torsion links - alignment of pins and signs 

of failure • 
. c. Micro-safety switch - check for damage. 
d. Shimmy dampener - check oil level. The top 

of the pin should be even with the groove 
C+ 3/1G in.). 

e. Strut inflation - 10 11 between pin centers 
(tolerance is~ 1/2 and -1 11 ). Check for 

- 2 -
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dirt on oleo and £or leaks at filler valves 
and main packing nut. 

f. Wheels - inspect for: mud, grass, ice, etc., 
distorted rim flanges and ribs, security 
and presence of nut e- , bolts and cotter pins. 

g. Tir~s - check for: proper and even infla
tion, exc~ssive oil or grease, cuts, blis
ters, slippage, pulling awey from rim, a.nd 
chafing. 

h. Centering device - security of mount. 
9. Nose section. 

a. Green house - check cleanliness and condi-
tion. 

b. Pitot tubes - covers off and tubes open. 
c O A .P .I. vent - 11 0P}ili". 
d. Schwein regulator vent - "OPEN". 
e. 3tatic sources - 11 0PJill 11 • 

f. Forward turrets - stowed; domes :inc. gun en
closures on and locked and access doors 
closed. 

g. fuel tank vents - "OP.J-.:N". 
10. Leading edge of wing between fuselage and No. 

2 nacelle - inspect for crack ~, corrosion, wrinkles and 
loose or missing rivets. 

a. Aftercooler vent - 110PMN 11 • 

11. Front of No. 2 engine nacelle. 
a. Prop bl~des - check for nicks, cracks and 

bends. 
b. Thrust berl.rir,e and nr cn dome - check 

general condit i on. 
c. Prop governor - check for evidence of oil 

leaks. 
d. Cylinders - chPcl: for dar:iaiE;ed or broken 

fins. 
e. Bonding - ~hAck conn~ctions. 
f. Spark plug leads - check all visible leads 

for condition. 
g. Nose cowling - check: rigidity, loose rivets 

or DZUS fa<'lteners, and dents which may ham
per the airflow. 

12. Ler1dine; ~dge of wing between No. 1 and No. 2 
eneine nacelle - inspect for cracks, corrosion, wrinkles 
and loose or mis~ing rivets. 

13. Front of No. l engine nacP-1le. Same as No. ll. 
14. Leading edge of outboP..rd wiug. Same a.s No. 12. 

- 2a -
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15. Left wing tip - check for dents, cracks and 
loose or missin& riveta. 

a. Left navigation light - general condition 
(check operation if anticipating night 
flight). 

b. Static discharge wicks - normally 3 on a 
wing tip. 

16. Left outer wing panel - check for: wrinkles, 
holes, dents, loose or missing rivets, seams for gas 
leaks, inspection plates for loose fasteners. 

a. Aileron - check for holes, wrinkles, cracks 
and loose or missing rivets. 

b. Trim tab - , check condition and position ot 
trim tab and recheck trim tab indicator. 

c. Hinge pin retainers - check for presence. 
d. Landing light - check cleanliness and con

dition. If anticipating night flight, 
check operation. 

17. No. l nacelle (left aide) - check for excessive 
oil or grease which is a definite fire hazard. 

E 

a. Cowling - cheek for cents, loose rivets 
and security of mounting. 

b. Cowl flaps - check for cracks, dents, and 
security. Inspect all flexible shafts for 
kinks and chafing. 

c. Bonding, spark plug leads, and cooling fins. 

- 3 -
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Check condition and security. 
d. Intake stacks - check rigidity and signs 

for failure. 
e. Jiu.el booster pump drain - "OPEN". 
f. Exhaust stacks and turbo flight hood -

check for broken luge, studs, and bolts, 
cracked connections, a.nd rigidit7. Check 
exhaust expansion collar. 

g. Top turbo head deflector in top of turbo 
well. Check !or signs of failure. 

h. Position of waste gate - "OPEN•. 
1. Oil cooler shutter - "OPES•. 

18. No. 1 nacelle (right side). 
a. Waste gate - "OPEN•. 
b. Top turbo head deflector - aame aa 17g. 
e. Intake stacks - same as 174. 
d. Exhaust stacks and turbo flight hood -

same aa 17t. 
e. Cowl flaps - same as 17b. 
f. Cowling - same as 17a. 

19. Left inboard wing panel - check for: wrinkles, 
holes, dents and loose or missing rivets, inspection 
platee for loose fasteners, and seams for gas leaks. 

A 

a. Jlaps - check for: dents, eracka, and loose 
or missing rivets, UP position for aligmen\ 
warpage and play \tolerance 9/10" up). 

20. No. 2 nacelle (left side) - same as No. 17. 
21. Left main gear and wheel well. 

- 3a -
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a. Left well door - check: condition and 
security of attachment, control cables for 
freedom of movement, tension and wear, and 
latch spring on actu.&.ting ~echanism for 
t~nsion or distortion. 

b. Down lock - in place. 
c. Gear motors (emergency and normal). 

Check cannon plugs for looseness and taping. 
Check connections, security of mounting and 
general condition of motors. 

d. Well light - check bulb for condition and 
tightness. If anticipating night flight, 
check operation. 

e. Emergency door releases - check for ten
sion, wear and freedom of movement. 

f. Relay FWitch - security of mounting. 
g. Fluid leaks in upper aft of nacelle - check 

fuel and hydraulic lines for leaks and 
chafing. This includes a check of the de
booster valves. 

h. Hydraulic swivel lines between wheels. 
Check for loose connections and leaks. 

1. Drag strut - check for alignment and signs 
of failure. 

J. Torsion links - check alignment of pins and 
signs of failure. 

- 4 -
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k. Left wheel, tire Fl.Ild chock - check wheel 
for freedom from mud, grass, ice, etc., 
distorted rim flanges and ribs, security 
and presence of nuts, bolts and cotter pins. 
Check tire for proper and ~ven inflation, 
excessive oil or grease, cute, blisters, 
slippage and pulling away from rims. 

1. Outboard and inboard brakes - check the 
bottom of the wheel for signs of leaks in 
the expander tubes. 

m. Main gear scissors - check for alignment 
and signs of failure. 

n. Ground wire - securely attached and ground
ed. 

o. Micro-safety switch - check for damage. 
p. Strut inflA.tion - 13 1/411 between pin 

centers ( tolerance .._ .l 11 ~ 
q. Right tire and whee - same as 21k. 
r. OutboRrd and inboard brakes - same as 211. 
s. Ri~ht well door - se.me as 21a. 

22. No. 2 engi ne nacelle (right side). 
Sa.me as No. 18. 

23. Absolute altimeter antenna - check condition 
and security of mounting. 

24. Left wing surfaces - check for loose rivets, 
inspection plates, cracks, wrinkles, and signs of exces
sive oil leaks from the e~ines. 

25. Left blister - check for cleanliness and condi-
tion. 

26. 
21. 
2s. 
29. 
30. 

Upper turret - same as 9f. 
Camera doors - "IN PLACE". 
Auxiliary power plant exhaust - 110PEN 11 • 

Lower rear turret - same as 9f. 
Marker beacon antenna - check condition and 

security of mount. 
/ 31. Tailskid - check for leaks on strut and signs 

of failure. 
32. Left horizontal stabilizer a.nd elevator - in

spect for corrosion, wrinkles, cracks, dents, and loose 
or missing rivets. 

a. Static disclw.rge wicks - check presence of 
2 on each stabilizer and 3 on rudder. 

b. Trim tab · - check condition and position 
and recheck nosition later with indicator 
in the cockpit • . 

c. Hinge pin retainers - check presence. 

- 4a -
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33. Tail turret - guns stowed and access covers on. 
34. Condition of lights - check: condition of all 

light8 visible. If anticipating night flight. check 
operation. 

35. Vertical stabilizer and rudder - inspect for 
corrosion~ wrinkles. cracks, dents, and loose or missing 
rivets. 

a. Trim tab - check condition and position 
and recheck position later with indicator 
in cockpit. 

36. Right horizontal stabilizer - same as 32. 
37. Command and liaison antenna - check security 

of support, corrosion, and condition of leads. 
38. Interior of rear unpressurized compartment. 

Check for proper stowage of equipment, loose rags and 
general condition. 

a. Starter crank: - 11 STOWED". 
b. Fire extinguisher - same as 5a. 
c. APU and battery - examine exterior for 

loose parts, leaks, a.nd loose electrical 
connections. Check the oil level with the 
gage. (Should be up to 111" mark.) Check 
fuel. 

d. Rope for starting APU. 
e. Control cables - check for tension, wear. 

and freedom from foreign objects. 
39. Rear pressurized compartment. 

a. Emergency cabin pressure relief valve. 
Check seating and security. 

b. Vacuum relief valve. Check for positive 
seal and freedom of movement. 

c. Pressure bulkhead door (Sta. 834) - Check 
for movement and closed position for warp,
a&e. 

d. Fire extinguisher - same as 5a. 
e. Aldis la.mp - OK. 
f. Electric salvo switch - circuit breakers 

"ON". 
g. VHF and Iff switches - "ON". 
h. Pressure regulators - check general condi

tion and rigidity of both regulators. Knurl
ed knobs should be screwed down tightly. 

1. F.mergency cabin pressure release - check 
seating security and general condition of 
latching mechanism. 

j. Manual salvo "T" handle - in place With 

- 4b -
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k. Pressure bulkhead door (Sta. 646) - check 
movement and closed position for warpage. 

1. Di tohing braces - "STOWlilD". 
m. CJC dome - cleanliness and condition. 

4o. Rear :Bomb :Bay. 
a. :Bomb door safety down lock - "IN PLACE". 
b. :Bomb bq tank safety awi tch - 110N 11 • 

c. Jilmergency main gear hand cranks - 11 STOWilD 11 • 

d. liinergency landing gear "T" handle - in 
place. Hand crank gear boxes - sockets 
free from dirt and foreign bodies. 

e. Portable mo tor - condi t-ion and security. 
f. :Bomb door ·safety valves - "OJT 11 • 

g. Accumulator pressure - 1200-1500 lbs. 
h. Loading - visually check loading and 

number of bombs. 
1. Control cables - check for tension, wear 

and freedom from foreign object■• 
41. Right bli ■ter - cleanlineas and condition. 
42. Right wing surfaces - same as Ho. 24. 
43. Rear bomb bay tank vent - "OPEN'. 
44. Rear bomb bay doors and salvo releases, check 

for dents and wa.rpage. Check cables for tension, wear 
and freedom of movement. 

45. Bear bomb bay compressor air intake and exhaust-
110PEN1. 

46. 

47. 
aa 44. 

Mid-wing section. 
a. Radar dome - retracted. 

lilagle wing - check for dents, cracks, 
wrinkles and loose or missing rivet ■• 

b. Midwing tank - check gas load (gage) and 
filler cap in place. 

c. Gas lines for leaks, loose connections, 
and chafing. 

d. Transfer pumps for lea.ks. rigidity and 
general condition. 

e. C-1 test connection. 
Front bomb bay doors and salvo release. Same 

The pr~flight from this point progresses as shown 
in the diagram on page 1. Consult the method of in
spection of the various parts of the left side of the 
airplane for reference in inspecting similar parts of 
the ri.e:ht eide. 

- 4c -
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II. Weight and CG checked. Flight fuF~ineer will 
hand the Airpl<ine Co1I1J.:::mder for approval n.nd sigrunure 
the weight and balance sheet (For:n F). Air-plane Colilllland
or will see tru-:.t CG 1 s bet\ieen limits (minimum between 
18~ and 24%, maximum at 34~). 

III. Crew Inspection Completed. 
Airplane Com r:ia.nder will enter the airnlane, see 

that all it;nition switches are turned off and signal the 
other crew members or the 5round crew to pull the props 
through, provided the enr,ines have been cut more than 30 
minutes. Pro-ps should be -pnlled through at least 12 
blades, with ;1ot more than 2 men to a blade. If prop 
seems to stick, remove plugs frol!I bottom cylinders, pull 
the prop throu~h to remove excess oil fro~ the cylinders, 
install clean plugs and pull the prop t~ough 12 blades. 
(D<l not attern··>t t •J relieve a liquid lock by applying 
prd ssure or by pull int~ the pro, backwards.) Airplane 
ColllI!la.nder will thfm have crew line up to the left of the 
airplane's nose in the following order: Pilot, Bombar
di~r, Navigator, Flight Engineer, Ra,d;,i,r Operator, Radio 
Operator, Gunners and Passeneers. Crew will . then be in
spected for physical condition and "qutpment, including 
oxygen masks, parachutes, flying clothing, and identifi
cation tags. (If dirty ramp conditions exist, crew mem
bers may place parachutes a.nd other flying equipment in 
the airplane during preflight. However, parachutes will 
be worn and Rll other flyi~ equipment will be CRrried 
at crew inspection. It is definitely the airplane com
ma.nder Is responsibility to inspect the crew a.nd all their 
equipment before flight.) Airpl~ne Commander will see 
that each crew member is fomiliar with hie duties and 
with emergency procedures. After completing this inspec
tion, crew members will enter airplane and begin check 
lists for their stations. 
NOTE: Prompt discovery of a liquid lock may prevent a 
late take-off. The first crew members to reach the air
plane will (after throwing all i~nition and battery 
switches off) pull each prop through four blades. This 
is merely a preliminary inspection and does not replace 
the procedure explainAd above. J~ch prop will be pulled 
through 12 blades immediately before crew inspection. 

IV. Parachute OK. 
V. Clothing OK. 

Airnla.ne Commander and Pilot check their cloth
ing and the oper~tion of their electric suits. Also 
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adjust helmet, throat microphone, and attach oxygen 
mask to left side of helmet. 

VI. Life Preserver OK. 
On all overvater flights, Airpl~ne ColD!:la.nder 

and Pilot check to see if their life vests are fitted 
with cartridges. Wear parachute harness over life vest. 

VII. Parking Brakes and Chocks Set. 
VIII. Emergency Landing Gear Door Release iX>. Flace. 

Airplane Commander sees that release handle it 
in ita proper position. Pulling this handle releases 
the nacelle doors only. 

IX. li'mergency Bomb B,iy Door Release in Place. 
T-Handle on Airplane Commander's control stand. 

X. Emergency Cabin Pressure release in Place. 
T-Handle on Airplane Colll!lmnder 1 s control stand. 

XI. Landing Gear Transfer Switch Normal. 
Airplane Commander sees that switch (Airplane 

Commander's Control stand) is in the "Normal" position. 
In this position the main landing gear and nose wheel 
are operated b;r the Landing Gear Switch on the aisle 
stand. 'When landing gear transfer switch is in the 
"Emergency" positi0n, power from the engine driven gen
erators is directed to the emergency bus and the emergen
cy landing gear motors can be actuated by the emergency 
landing gear RWitchea (see. Emergency Procedures). 

XII. Overcontrol Engaged. 
Airplane Col!lma.nder sees that the lever (on Air

plane Commander 1 s control stand, but eliminated in later 
models) is in the engaged position (FULL FORWARD). This 
engages the Flight Engineer's throttles. 

XIII. Landing Gear Switch Down and Fuse Checked. 
Switch (Airplane Commauder 1s aisle stand) should 

be down. Check to see th~t fuse in the aisle stand is in 
place and not burned out. NOT~: Landing gear switch 
will be in down position for landing and all ground 
ope rat ions. 

XIV. Battery Switch On. 
Flight Bngineer flips battery switch ON ~nd not

ifies the Airplane Commander. All electrical circuits 
can be energized by either the battery or the auxiliary 
power unit, or both. Both are used for normal ground 
operation on loads up to 200 amperes. For additional 
power, use an external power source or ell8ine driven 
generators. 

xv. Put-put started. 
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Pilot tells Tail Gunner to start the put-put. 
XVI. Hydraulic Pressure OK. 

The Pilot asks the Flight Engineer to check the 
emergency hydraulic pressure on Engineer's panel (800-
1000 lbs) and checks the hydraulic pressure gage on his 
own instru.oent panel for a pressure of between 800 and 
1000 lbs. A fluctu.ating needle indicates a faulty pres
sure regulator. If the hydraulic pump should overheat 
and snake, remove the fuse on the Engineer's aft fuse 
panel. To prevent overheating, see that pwnp stops when 
pressure reaches 1000 PSI. 
WARNING: If an expander tube is broken while taxiing, 
use emergency brakes only. Use of both normal brake ped
als at the same time would provide no braking on either 
side and would allow all fluid a.nd pressure in the nor
mal system to drain through the broken tube. Use of both 
emergency brakes at the sAme time will provide 1ooi 
braking on the good side (left gear, for example) a.nd 
5oj braking on the bad side (right gear, for example). 
And by switchillG the emergency system filler valve 
(Engineer's pan~l) to open, pressure and fluid can be 
maintained indefinitely in both the normal and emergency 
systems. In thost'! cases where all fluid and pressure in 
the normal syi;tem is lost, check valves prevent loss of 
fluid in the emergency lines, •regardless of position of 
emergency system filler valve, and these lines hold 
enough fluid for apnroxim~tely three epplications of the 
emergency brakes. 

XVII. Flight Controls Checked. 
Airnlane Commander pushes down locking lever 

located at f~rward end of Airplane CollL'.!ln.nder 1 s aisle 
stand. This also unlocks the throttles which are held 
in the closed position by a lock bar when the control 
lock is on. This lock bnr is linked to the control 
lock in such a wa;:y· that strong forward pressure on the 
throttles will force the control lock off and eliminate 
the possibility of locked controls on take-off. The 
control check is m~de by the Pilot. In making the check 
the Pilot announces o,ver the interrihone, "Pilot to gun
ners, stll.nd b:r to check controls." He then nulls the 
contr0l column back and sriys on interphone, ·"Check ele
vators." Left Gunner answers, "Left eleva tor up, ~ir." 
Right Gunner answP.rs, "Right elev;:i. tor up, sir." The 
Pilot then nushes the column forward and completes 
hie check on thP. elevators. Rudder and ailerons are 
checked in the s:=tme manner. 
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While Pilot is checking flight controls, 
Airplane Commander turns on his COID.ll'l,q,nd set, requests 
and receives taxi information. Pilot, after checking 
controls, turns on radio compass and checks for proper 
operation. He then turns radio compass off and stands 
by on interphone so that he can be in continuous con
tact with the crew. 

XIX. Altimeters Set. 
Airplane Commander and Pilot set their alti

meters by the tower altimeter setting. · Check the alti
tude reading against the known field elevation. If the 
altimeter setting given by the tower indicates an alti
tude different from the known field elevation, check 
the setting again and note any difference in elevation 
so it can be used in correcting the reading when lA.nding. 

XX. Turrets Stowed. 
Airplane Commander checks the three turret 

warning lights on his instrument panel to see that all 
turrets are properly stowed. Turret lights should be 
out. 
-XXI. Adjust Seats and Pedals. 

XXII. Lights Checked. 
If any night operation is contemplated on the 

flight, all lights must be checked--fluorescent lights, 
identification lights, landing lights, position lights 
(all switches on Airplane Commander's aisle stand). A 
member of the ground crew should be instructed to check 
the landing lights and position lights. Wing position 
lights are not visible from the airplane in flight. 
They can be inspected at night from inside the airplane 
only by checking the reflection on the ground under the 
wing tips. 

XX.III. O:xygen OK. 
Air-plane Commander and Pilot check their oxygen 

pressure gages for proper pressure (400 to 425 PSI) and 
their walk-around bottles (should have same pressure as 
in system). Auto Mix should be ON, and the emergency 
valve OFF. 

XXIV. Propellers High RPM. 
Pilot pushes the propeller switches (aisle 

stand) to INCBF..ASE RPM and holds them there until the 
propeller limit lights on his instrument panel flash on. 
The propellers then will be in high RPM. 
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XXV. Turbos Off. 
Airplane Commander checks to see that the 

Turbo Selector Dial is set at "ow. Turbosupercharger 
· regulators are ready for instant operet ion at aey time 

since amplifier tubes remain on even with selector dial 
at "O". 

XXVI. 
to Start 

Engineer's Report - Check List Complete, Rea~ 
Engines. 
At this point, if the Engineer has not com

pleted his check list, the Airplane Command~r waits be
fore givine the command to start engines. 

XXVII. Stand Clear - Fire Guard. 
When ready to start the engines both the Air

plane Commander and the Pilot give the command "Stand 
clear to the ground crew (clear right. clear left). 
When the fire guard is ready, Pilot says on interphone, 
"Stand by to start engines." 

I START ENGINES 

The engines are started in 1, 2. 3, 4, order, as 
follows: 

1. Fire extingu.ishers - set selector to engine 
'being started. 

2. Master ignition switch - on. 
3. Turn bn~st pump on. 
4. inergize 12-16 seconds. 
5. Engage starter. 
6. When prop has turned one revolution, turn 

ignition switch on. 
1 7. Prime as needed to start and smooth out engine 
at 800-1000 RPM. 

8. Move mixture control to auto-rich. 
When the engine starts, the Flight Engineer 

'ordinarily reports, "Engine operating normally," and 
will announce that he is ready to start No. 2 engine. 
A similar procedure is followed for the other engine,. 

'Flight Engineer will handle throttles throughout entire 
starting procedure, ~eeping RPM between 1,000 and 1,200. 
When engine is running, Flight .dlngineer Will set 
throttle at 700 RPM (1,000 BPM if cylinder head temper
ature is below 150° C). Thereafter Airplane Commander 

1will control throttles except when callin& for engine 
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driven genera.tors and duri:rl(g engine run-up. If Pilot or 
Flight Engineer seP.s that an engine is loadinr, up (black 
smoke or RPM drop or both),he will inform the Airplane 
Commander. Do not let eneines idle below 700 BPl-1. 

STARTIID DON I TS 

l Don't start thP. engines until the "Before 
Startin~ Check" has been covered item by item. 

2 Don't start the engines until the nropellers 
have been -pulled through to elimin.E,.te any possibility 
of fluid locks. · 

3 Don't jam throttle forward nt any time, 
especially during starting procedure. 

4 Don't start the engines until a fire guard 
is nosted. 

· 5 Don't continue to run an engine unless nose 
oil pressure and rear oil pressure build up within 30 
seconds after stc:.rting. 

BE~BE TAXIING 

1. Vacuum OK. 
The Pilot a1ks the Flight Engineer to check 

vacuum reading. The Flight Engineer, after checking 
the vacuum reading for both pumps (gage on Engineer 1a 
panel should. read 3.8" to l~.2 11 Hg), reports this check 
to the Pilot. I 
WARNING: Do not move the vacuum selector valve 
(Engine~r•e control stand), except when making this 
check. Frequent use of the valve will cause unneces
sary wear. 

2. Gyros Uncaged. 
Airplane Commander and Pilot check their gyro 

instruments to make sure that they are uncaged and set 
correctly. 

3. Instruments Checked. 
Airplane Commander and Pilot check their 

respective instrument panels for proper readings on 
all instruments. 

4, 5, & 6. Alarm Bell, Phone Call Signal Light, 
and Combat Station Inspection. 

Airplane Commander switches on ala.rm bell (aisle 
stand) and phone call signal light (aisle sta.nd), then 
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calls for combat station inspection. Pilot repeats 
this command on interphone and receives acknowledgment 
in the following manner: Bombardier, Navigator, Flight 
Engineer, Radio Operator (in that order) acknowled&e 
th.at they have completed a check of their stations by 
saying, for example, "Bombardier OK." Top Gunner says 
Alarm bell OK., light OK., Top Gunner OK. n Left and 
Right Gunners say, "Light OK., Left (or Right) Gunner 
OK." Tail Gunner says, "Light OK(radar compartment), 
Tail Gunner OK." 

7. Chocks Out. 
Airplane Commander and Pilot check to see that 

chocks have been pulled. 
8. Parking Brakes Off, Stand by to Taxi. 

After releasing the parking brakes, the Air
plane Commander gives the command "Stand by to taxi." 
The Pilot repeats the command ov~r the interphone. 

TAXIING PIDCEOORE 

Like all tricycle-landing-gear airplanes, the B-29 
taxies easily. Brakes are good - 4 expander tubes per 
wheel. However, REMEMBER, it 1e a. big heavy airplane. 
It gains momemtum rapidly and, because of its size, you 
will have to depend on your Side and Top Gunners to act 
as observers to warn you of obstacles. 

For all ground o~erations, set RPM at 700-1000 
(after CRT reach s5°C) and mixture in automatic rich. 
Never use auto lean for taxiing. If carburetors are set 
properly, engines will idle as low as 550 RPM without 
loading up. 

1or maximum cooling and prevention of backfires, it 
is recommended that the airplane be taxied with brakes 
alone, controlling both speed and direction With brakes. 
Entering a taxi turn with outside throttle doesn 1t save 
your brakes, in the long run, because the speed of the 
airplane accelerates quickly with this extra power and. 
brakes must be used to slow down. If you gain too mu.ch 
speed, bring the airplane almost to a stop, straight 
ahead, then stay off the brake~ as long as possible to 
let them cool. Don't ride your brakes. Don't pivot on 
one wheel. 

Like most airplanes, the B-29 "weathervanes" into 
the wind. For this reason, when taxiing in a strong 
crosswind, set upwind, outboard throttle at more than 
700 RPM to prevent excessive use of down wind brake. 
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After the Pilot has instructed the gunners 
and Radio Operator to check and see that all members 
of the ground crew are clear of the bomb bay doors, he 
says on interphone, "Close bomb bay doors." Flight En
gineer then sets throttle on coolest engine within 
operating limi t

1

s to 1400 RPM and turns that generator on. 
The Radio Operator and one of the gun.c.ers check through 
the pressure doors and report to the Pilot that the bomb 
bay doors are closed. The Flight Engineer then returns 
throttle to 700 RPM. (On airplanes having the pneumatic 
bomb bay doorR, the doors will not be closed until after 
the taxi roll has started.) 

2. Emergency Brakes Checked. 
After parking brakes are released, when start

ing to taxi, Pilot says, "Emergency Brakes." Airplane 
Commander then pulls the emergency brake hand metering 
levers (Airplane Commander's aisle stand) to see that 
emergency brftkes are operating properly on both sides. 
Pilot then tells Flight Engineer to recharge emergency 
system. Normal brakes may be safely used while recharg
ing the emergency system, since the electric hydraulic 
pump recharges both Rystems with the hydraulic servicing 
valve on emergency. 

3. Airplane headed into the Wind. 
4. Nose Wheel Straight. 

Airplane Commander parks aircraft directly into 
the wind to insure maximum cooling during engine run-up. 
Pilot checks through cockpit floor observation window to 
make sure the nose wheel is straight. 

5. Engine Run-up • 
The Airplane Commander gives the command "Stann 

by for Engine Ru.n-up, 11 and the Pilot repeats the commana , 
over the interphone. The Engine run-up for first take
off should be accomplished in the following manner: 
(For subsequent take-off, items a through f. may be 
eliminated.) 

a. Airplane Commander increases all throttles 
to 1500 RPM and commands "Check generators.' 
Pilot starts flaps down (switch on aisle 
stand) and tells Flight Engineer to check 
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genera i:,ors. Pilot holds switch DONN until 
fle.ns have reac:1cd t:i.e 25° position then 
r,,~,:Trs them to the :.m :)OSi :.icn. Fli0ht 
Enginf.:er will h:ive ge~erc. tor•1 ch6cl~ed hy 
th~ tim~ the fla~s have been rim to the 25° 
position and oor:::C +,o the '1:, oosition. 
'Jre'E s Flans e.,~ run d::>rm a+, this t::.ne in 
~r to hnve an elect-:-ical lor.td on the 
norr.1c.l b11.s so the Flight Engin<-:er can DrO!)
erly check tho ~tnPrnto~s. 

b. f.irplane Cor.une.nder ::>:JE":rc ses all fo'..ll' pro
peller swi tc!1es to full decn,ase then to 
full incr~o.sf, ( fro'Il limi ~ 1:rerning lig:1:. to 
l~mit warn::.ng liGtt) to test the cropeller 
Governors. At fd.l decrease RP:.~, before 
returning ::,witches to increase RPM, check 
tach::>r:1cters for stable, uniform rt:iadings 
of 1200-1.300 R.?!~. When orop:3 arf' aJc.in 
returned to high RPM, to.chometers should 
:tll read 1500 as bef:)::-e. (Any malfunction 
tendencies such cs excessive prop lag 
should be noted and corrected beforfl take
off) 

c. Vv:lcn prop~ E:nd generators are checked, Air• 
plane Commander pulls all throttles back 
to 700-100 RP!.1 a!"ld tells Flight Engineer 
to ch8ck magnetos. 

d. Flight Engineer checks the MP at 2200, the1 
when magneto c!ieck is finished he advances 
tr..rottl-= to full o-oP.n for n f 1lll power, 
no h cost, ~r.eck. On thj_s check, Flight 
Engineer looks for indications of an in
duction leak, waste-gate mal-positioning, 
1P-ed cylinder due to bad valve and/or 
broken fuel injectio!"l lines. Engine rnnl
funct.ion will reduce RPM and MP. 1ifc.l
posi tioned waste-gate or an induction lea:~ 
between turbo and carburetor will cause 
high f-.'IP and RP!VJ 

e. Magneto and full power no boost check is 
made on each engine, then RPf~ is returned 
to 700-1000. 
Allowable drojJ at 2200 RPM is 100, 

f. If RPM drop on any engine is more than 
100, 
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caused by fouled plugs, proceed with full 
power check for that engine. Then check 
magnetos (turbos off) on bad engine again. 
!! RPM drop is still above 100, return ship 
to the line. 

g. After magnetos are checked.,Airplane Com
mander sets turbo selector on No. 8 and 
advances throttles one at a time full open 
to check manifold pressure and RPM. For 
this ground check gages should read between 
2500 and 26oo RPM and 46 1/2 and 47 1/2 
inches of manifold pressure -- deduct 1/2 
inch manifold pressure for each 50 RPM. On 
modified engines, gages should read 49 
inches and 2800. See take-off procedure. 
WARNING: Do not check magnetos with turbos 
on. A backfire at this time (with turbos 
on) ·can damage turbo and wa,ste gate assem
bly. Do not park airplane at 45 deg. to 
runway for engine run-up. Head airplane 
directly into the wind for maximum cooling. 

6. Wing flaps 25 deg. 
Pilot puts flaps down to 25°. Gunners check 

the lowering of the flaps by reporting "Left flap down 
25°, sir" and. 11Right flap down ?.5°, sir". 

7. Trim Tabs Set. 
The Airplane Commander checks all trim-tab con

trols -- rudder and aileron neutral, elevator as needed 
according to the calculated position of the center of 
gravit7. 

8. Auto Pilot Off. 
The Airplane Commander makes sure all switches 

(Airplane Comma.nder 1 s aisle stand) are off, with turn 
control centered. 

9. Windows and Hatches Closed. 
As the Airplane Commander closes and secures 

his window, the Pilot closes his, checks to see that the 
forward compartment entrance hatch is clo•ed, and checke 
over the inte:tphone with the ta.11 gunner to make sure 
that the rear entrance door is closed. The rear escape 
hatch may be left o~en, on take-offs and landings, as a 
safety precaution in the event of an emergency landing. 

10. Turbos on No. 8 
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11. Propellers high RPM. 
l?. Crew Ready. 

The Pilot s~vs on interphone, "Prepare for Take 
Off • 11 

13. Ba.dio Call Completed. 
Airplane Commander calls tower and requests 

permission to take off. 
14. Throttle Brake OX. Stand by for take-off. 

TAKE-OFF PROCEDURE 

Cylinder head tem:!)eraturea should be kept to a mini
mum before take-off. If field conditions permit, stop 
the airplane soon after leaving parking space, complete 
engine run-up, then taxi to normal run-up position and 
complete check list. Never start take-off with any cyl
inder head temperature above 220° C as cylinder head tem
perature will exceed 260° during take-off. If unusual 
conditions cause cylinder head temperature to exceed 
220°, the engines can usually be cooled by idling at 700 
.RPM and facing directly into the wind. 

Airplane Commander uses throttles (not brakes) to 
line up with runway, then as airplane starts to roll, 
throttles should be "walked" forward slowly until Air
plane Co~der has rudder control at 60 to 65 MPH. Air
nlane Commander can then move throttles steadily forward 
to full open pos1 tion. In this way he can maintain di
rectional control first with throttles, then with rudder. 
Brakes should not be used to hold the airplane straight 
on the runway, except in emergencies, since this in
creases the take-off distance and wears out the brakes. 
If the Airplane Commander is c&reful not to use brakes, 
the airplane will gain speed continuously from the point 
of run-up (off the runway) to the point where wheels 
leave the ground. 

The Pilot must, during take-off, make a continuous 
pover check as the throttles are advanced even thour.h 
full power check has been ma.de before take-off. If any 
discrepancy is noted in power reading it will be brought 
to the Airplane Commander's attention immediately. For 
late model airplanes with new type propeller speeder 
springe, take-off power will be 49 inches and 2800. 
Tachometers and manifold pressure gages are red-lined 
accordingly. Unmodified airplanes are red-lined at 
47 1/2 inches and 2600. 
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Full power tn.ke-offs are not harmful to the engines 
so long at CHT st:ly within 11mi ts. Ta.lee-offs with re
duced µower prolong the time necessary to reach 195 MPH. 
Flying the B-29 below this speed after take-off is rela
tively hazardous, in ·the event of engine failure, and 
does not properly cool the ellGines. 

At 90 MPH, relieve pressure on the nose wheel by 
easir1& the c-:rntrol column back. The airplane Will then 
fly itself off the ground at 115 to 130 MPH, depending 
on the ~ross weight. As soon as the shin is safely off, 
.Airplane Commander brakes wheels and calls for gear up. 

NOTE: Don 1t pull the nose wheel off of the ground. 
Just relieve µressure so as to lengthen the oleo strut. 
For the ideal take-off the nose wheel will not be more 
than one inch from the ground during any p~rt of the 
take-off roll. The airplane will become airborne in a 
good s~fe flight atitude which will facilitate a steacfy 
climb an~ a rapidl~ accelerating airspeed. 

At 14o MPH, Air-.::>lB.ne Commander calls for power con
dition two (43 1/2 i~ches and 24oO). 

At 150 MPH, Airplane Commander calls for flaps up 
easy. Flaps may be raised 5° at a time if Pilot waits 
for the airplane! to fly out of the tendimc;v to settle, 
before raising flaps another 5°. Gear and flaps pull~ 
total of 965 amus and may be safely raised tog~ther. pro
Yided 4 g~ner~tora (put-put included) are operating and 
provided switches are not tripped simultaneously. 

When ge~ir and fla:os are full uµ the Gwmere report, 
"Right gea.r and fl!'.TJS full un, sir 11 , "Left gear an.ii flaps 
full up, sir". 

Manifold pressure is reduced with turbo selectbr 
diAl until turbos are off, at which time Pilot announces 
to Flight Engineer, "Turbos -:,ff. 11 Subsequent manifold 
pressure reductions are made with throttles. 

Cowl flaps which are 15° open s.s the ship tfl..ltea the 
ru..>iway, are closed. to 7 1/2n or lt-ss by the time the air
nlane leaves the Ground. This setting permits rapid ac
celeration of airpseed and sh~uld keep all cylinder head 
te~peratures below 2600. 

Conversion Table on Short Cord Cowl Flap Onenings: 

15 deg. same as 3 3/4 in. 
12 deg. " 3 in. 
7 deg. 2 in. 
2 deg. " l in. 
0 deg. " 5/8 in. 
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If cylinder hAad temperatures rise above 26o0 on 
take-off, or stay above 248° after the first power re
duction, Flight Engineer should open cowl flaps on the 
hot engine to a maximum of 10° (Never open cowl flaps 
more than 10° in flight. Larger openings provide very 
little cooling and decrease cruising ranges considerably. 
Cowl flaps should be set at the smallest opening which 
will keep cylinder head temperatures below the required 
maximum - see section on power plant). 
NOB: Jor all take-offs, both day and night, first 
climb to 500 feet above the terrain with a minimum air
speed of 160 MPH. Then, before continuing the climb, 
level off until reaching climbing airspeed (195 to 205, 
depending on weight), and until CHT fall below 248° c. 

~ 
Rated power, 43 1/2 inches and 24oo RPM, will be 

used for all climbs regardless of gross weight. Climb
ing airapeed should be 195 MPH for gross weighta under 
115,000. At higher gro1s weights, climb at 195-205 MPH. 

During a sustained climb, if all cylinder head tem
peratures are running hig~. hold climbing power setting 
and leTel off until cylinder head temperatures return to 
normal, then start climbing again. 

1or take-off, intercooler flaps are full open. For 
climb and cruise, adjust intercooler flaps to get lowest 
CAT. However, if conditions are likely to produce ice, 
adjust intercoolei- flaps to hold CAT of 25° to 38° c. 
With turbos off, interoooler flaps should be completely 
closed. 

CRUISING 

For each RPM setting, whether climbing or cruising, 
there is a definite manifold pressure setting. Using 
more manifold pressure mey cause detonation; using less 
manifold ~ressu.re wastes fuel. Form the habit of'uaing 
related power settings at all times and control your 
cylinder head temperatures with airspeed. 

Before cruising, climb above desired altitude __,, 
500 ft. Then hold climbing power settings at zero rate 
of climb until reaching 210 MPH. 210 MPH will put the 
airplane "on the step." Then set predet"rmined cruising 
power setting, open cowl flaps to 10° aid descend to 
desired altitude at 210 MPH. When reaching desired 
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altitude, close cowl flaps to 3° or leea, and use eleva
tors to hold predetermined cruising airspeed. (On all 
training missions, except during bombing runs, airplanes 
will be flown at indicated airspeeds to give maximum 
range performance for gross weights involved. s~e Oruie
ing Control Section in "Standard Procedures for llight 
Engineers~) Vary power s~ttings slightly to maintain 
altitude, If cylinder head temperatures are normal when 
cruising altitude is initially reached, the above proce
dure may be eliminated and the following substituted: 
Level off at cruising altitude R.nd hold climb power set
ting until airspeed builds up to 210 MPH. Then reduce 
to predetermined power setting. After airspeed is es
tablished, co\11 flaps may be opened or closed indi vidu
ally to maintain cylinder head temperature within limits, 
Always reduce manifold pressure first, then reduce BPM, 
to avoid excessive B,M.E,P, 

By setting cowl flap openings as low as possible, by 
closing intercooler flaps as soon as turbos are off, 
and by flying 11 on the step," you shoald cruise at in
dicated airspeeds running from 180 to 21. 0 MPH, depending 
on your groas weight. Mixture control settings should 
be automatic rich for power Sffttings above 31 inches 
and 2100, At 31 inches and 2100 or lees, mixture should 
be in automatic leAA. Never, under any circumstances, 
should mixture be set on manual lean--the position be
tween idle cut-off and automatic lean. 

NOTE: When it ia nec-.ssary for a.n.v crew member to crawl 
through the tunnel, he must be cautioned not to use the 
pressure door hinge as a step. Using this hinge as a 
step will bend it so that the pressure door will not 
aeat properly. 

B-29 stalling characteristics are entirely normal, 
The airplane sh,ild be stalled for practice at not more 
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than 15 n Hg. Aileron control prevails up to, but not 
during the stall. Rudder anti- elevator control remain 
throughout the stall itself. 
WARNING: To avoid a violent secondary stall during the 
recovery, lower the nose slightl.Jr, pick U!) airspeerl, then 
R~ply power gradual.l.y-. 

POYiER-OFF STALLING SPEEDS (INDICATED AIRSPEEDS) 

Gross We1Bh1 
140,000 
130,000 
120,000 
uo,ooo 
100,000 

90,000 
80,000 
70,000 

BEFORE LANDING 

Flaps Up 
145 
11+0 
135 
129 
123 
117 
110 
103 

Flaps 250 
131 
1.26 
121 
115 
110 
104 

98 
92 

1. Notify Crew - Preoo.re for Landing. 

Flaps Full 
ll9 
114 
ll.O 
105 
100 

95 
89 
84 

For transition missions, nth landing gear m::
tension anti retraction cycles permitted e"t"P-ry ~O minutes, 
the 'l.irpb.ne i.rlll not have to lerve the t rafrie ~ttern. 
The before landing check will in such cases start 011 down
wind leg. But men returning to the local area and in
tending to enter the pattern for a lan<¼ing, the batore 
landing check will begin about minutes before landing. 
The Airplane Commander announce 0 "Prepare for Landing.• 
Pilot repeats the command over the interphone, at whiab 
time Tail Gwmer sterts the put.-pnt. Crew members acknow
ledge in the follorlng order: Bombardier, Navigator, 
Flight Engineer, 'Radio Opera.tor, Top Gunner, Lett Ommer, 
Right Gunner, and Tail Gunner. 

2. Raiio Call Completed. 
The Airplane Commander calls the totrer Aor land-

ing information. -
J. Altimeters Set. 

Airplane COlm!lander and Pilot set their altimeters 
to the altimeter setting given by the tower. .J 

4. Trailing Antenna In. 
5 • Auto Pilot off. 
6. Turrets Stowed. 
7. H;ydraulic Pressure CK. 

The Pilet aeter11 the brake pedals till pressure 
falls below 800 PSI and ehacks to eee pres8111"9 1s re-
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turned to 1000 PSI. ADY" difference in final pressure 
should be reported to the Flie;ht E!l['.ineer, as Pilot asks 
him to check emergency hydraulic pres3ure. 

8. Put-put on the line. 
The Pilot chccl:s wi t21 the Tuil Gunner to rw.ke 

sure that the put-put in on the line. 
9. Propellers 2400 RPM. 

The Pilot adjusts :;:iropellers to 2400 HJ?ll. 
10. Landing Gear Down and Lif;hts on. 

The Pilot, on command of the Airplane Comnander, 
lowers the landil)f; ecar and says over the inter_phone, 
"Gear is coming down". Tl~e side cunnerc check the main 
gear and announce in order, w1eft gear coming down, sir", 
and "Right gear coming uovm, sir". When the gear i::, com
pletely down the ['.Unners announce again, "Left gear is 
down and locked,• and •Ri[;ht cear is down and locked". 
(For all night operation the i;unners will use the aldis 

1 Lamp for check inc the gear do,:n.) The Pilot checks the 
nose wheel through the observation windov.1 in tho floor of 
the cockpit and checks the landiilf; cear warninc lichts on 
his instrument panel. After receiving Pilot's report 
that gear is down, Airplane Commander will check and 
state, "Red light off, three green li6hts on". 
NOTE: The indicatea. airspeed MU.Jl' DE LES:J than 180 MPH 
before the gear is lowered. 

This visual check by the GU,nners and the Pilot is 
most important. The red warning light and the e;reen down 
and locked lights (and the landitJ€; gear warning horn, on 
early models) all operate from the gear l!l.Otor limit 
switches. Re:rreni>er this--the lic:;hts and the horn are NJT 
position indicators. They mean only that tho limit 
switches have stopped the operation of the ge.:ir motors. 
If the switches open the circuit too soon, the gear will 
be only partly down and warniDG of this danger can come 
only from the visual check. The gear will support the 
weight of the airplane if the retracting screw is not more 
than 4 inches from the full dovin position (the screw it
self retracts as the gear lowers). The gear is not de
signed to support the airplane if the screw is extended 
more than 4 inches. 

11. Engineer's Report. 
The Flight Engineer gives the weibht and CG 

figures to the Pilot. 
12. Stall Speed. 

. The Pilot finds the stalling speed based on the 
weight by referring to the table :roounted on his instru
ment panel and informs the Airplane Comnander. 

lJ. Ting Flaps. 
At the Airplane Commander's command, the Pilot 

extends the wing flaps 25° just before turning o~ base 
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turned to 1000 PSI. £IJY difference in final pressure 
should be reported to ~he Flic;ht En.:::ineer, as Pilot asks 
him to check emerGency hydraulic pres~ure. 

8. Put-put on the line. 
The Pilot checl:s v:i t~1 the Tail Gunner to mnke 

oure that tho put-put is on the line. 
9. Propellers 2400 RPM. 

The Pilot adjusts propellers to 2400 I1PU. 
10. Landing Gear Down and Lights on. 

The Pilot, on command of the Airplane Comnander, 
lowers the landing e;car and says over tho inter_phone, 
"Gear is coming down". The side cunner::; check the main 
cear and announce in order, 'Left gear con1ing down, sir", 
and "Right gear coming dor:n, sir". When the gear i::, com
pletely dovm the cunners announce again, "Left gear is 
dOVTn and locked," and "Ri[;ht cear is down and locked". 
(For all night operation the gunners will use the Aldis 

, Lamp for checking the gear do,m.) The Pilot checl-:s the 
nose wheel through the observation window in the floor of 
the cockpit and checks the landing 6ear wa.rninc lic;hts on 
his instrument panel. After receiving Pilot's report 
that gear is down, Airplane Commander will check and 
state, "Red light off, three green liGhts on". 
!.IQ!!: The indicated. airspeed MU3I' DE LES.'.J than 180 MPH 
before the gear is 10\'lered. 

This visual check by the et-tnners and the Pilot is 
most important. The red warning light and the ereen down 
and locked lights (and the landing gear warning horn, on 
early models) all operate from the gear motor limit 
switches. Remeni>er this--the li~hts and the horn are NJT 
position indicators. They mean only that the limit 
switches have stopped the operation of the ge.:i.r motors. 
If the switches open the circuit too soon, the gear will 
be only partly down and warnirJG of this danger can come 
only from the visual check. The gear will support the 
weight of the a·irplane if the retracting screv, is not more 
than 4 inches from the full dovm posit ion ( the screw it
self retracts as the gear lowers). The gear is not de
signed to support the airplane if the screw is extended 
more than 4 inches. 

11. Engineer's Report. 
The Flight Engineer gives the wei6ht and CG 

figures to the Pilot. 
12. Stall Speed. 

The Pilot finds the stalling speed based on the 
weight by referring to the table mounted on his instru
ment panel and informs the Airplane Commander. 

13. Wing Flaps. 
At the Airplane Comnander's cormoand, the Pilot 

extends the wing flaps 25° just before turning on, base 
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leg. Later, on the final approach and at the comnand ot 
the Airplane Commander, he extends full nape at which 
point the Airplane Commander retrims the elevators. The 
Side Gunners check position of naps and inform the Pilot 
over the interphone. 

14. Turbos on No. 8. 
Airplane Commander will call for turbos on base 

leg. Pilot will announce, "Turbos on," to Flight Engine
er and turn Selector Dial to "8 11 • 

LANDING PRCX::EOORE· 

FINAL APPROACH 

Don't put down full flaps until you are lined up 
with runway and eure of making the field. Go-arounds 
{see Emergency Procedures) are difficult only when full 
naps are down. After putting down full naps, maintain 
an airspeed of JO MPH, indicated, above the power-off 
stalling speed. Don't "chop" the power at any point on 
the approach. 

Long approaches are not necessary, even when landing 
on narrow runways {see traffic pattern next page), but 
the base leg will normally be placed farther out than 
for a B-17 or a B-24. 

CROOSWIND LANDINGS 

Although there is good aileron, rudder, and elevator 
control throughout the landing approach, remember that the 
B-29 because of its weight and size, is slow to respond 
to control movements. When making a crosswind landing, 
lower the wing on the upwind side and then raise it _just 
before the wheels touch by applying a little throttle to 
the outboard engine on the low side. Make fairly long 
approaches on crosswind landings to give ample time to 
make drift corrections. 

LANDING ROLL 

Don't use your brakes more than necessary after the 
wheels touch the ground. On a long runway, let the air
plane roll until it loses speed. Lower the nose gently 
at 90 MPH, and when nearing end of runway, apply brakes 
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evenly and smoothly. Toward the end of the landing roll, 
the Pilot sets the Turbo Selector to 110", sets high RPM, 
and had throttles set at 700-1000 RPM for taxiing. 

AFTER LANDING 

1. Hydraulic pressure. 

between 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Pilot checks normal pressure gage for reading 
800 and 1000 PSI. 
Turbos Off. 
Propellers in High RPM. 
\iing flaps up. 
At the command of the Airplane Commander, near 

the end of the landing roll, Pilot raises flaps (all the 
"ffl:y, if this is the last landing; to 25° if planning to 
make another take-off). An engine dtiven generator will 
be used to raise flaps for night operation. 

5. Bomb ~v Doors Open. 
Pilot calls for bomb ~doors open. Pilot says 

on interphone, "Open bomb bay door~." Flight Engineer 
sets throttle on coolest engine to 14oO BPM. The Radio 
Operator and one of the gunners check through the prea
eure doors and report to Pilot that doors are open. 
Flight Engineer then returns throttle to 700 RPM and 
turns all generators off. (On aircraft equipped with 
pneumatic bomb bay doors,the doors will be opened before 
completion of the taxi roll.) 

6. Parking Brakes Set. 
7. Magnetos Checked. 

The Flight Engineer checks all magnetos at 
2200 BPM. 

s. Engines Cut. 
The Airplane Commander gives the order, "Cut 

engines, 11 to the Flight Engineer who 'cuts all engines 
simultaneously, using the following procedure: 

a. Runs engines at 700 RPM until cylinder 
head temperatures cool (190° C, if pos
eible.) While engines are cooling at 700 
RPM, Flight Engineer flips master ignition 
switch to the 11off 11 position momentarily 
to see tbA.t all magnetos are grounded out. 

b. Increases throttle settings to 1200 RPM 
and runs all engines for at least 15 sec. 

c. Moves the mixture controls to idle cut-off. 
d. Cuts switches (including fuel shut-off 

switches) after propellers sto~ turning. 
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e. Orders Tail Gnnner to etop put-put. 
9. Bad.101 Off. 

Ht and 
10. 
11. 
12. 

The .Airplane Commander turn• off the colUIR..Ud 
the Pilot switche1 off the radio compa••• 
Controls Locked. 
Wheel Chocks in Place - Bre.ltea Off . 
101"1111 land U A.ccompli1hed. 
The n1ght Engineer complete ■ rorm■ 1 and U 

and present, them to the Airplane OoJDJDe.nder for check. 
13. Orew Inspection. 

Crew membere leave the airpl.._ and line up aa 
before to be cheeked by · the Airplan~ Commander. At th11 
time, defect ■ 1n the airplane not &lrea.dy noted are re
ported to the night :lngineer. 
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 

LAE)ING GEAR 

1. Make sure all operating generators and the 
auxiliary power plant are turned on, (A generator should 
be turned off only if a malfunction exists.) 

2. Check fuse in Airplane Commander's aisle stand. 
If this fuse is burned out, both the nor~al gear switch 
and the landing gear transfer switch are inoperative. 
Replace fuse a.nd try normal gear switch again. If fuse 
burns out again, return gear switch to neutral, replace 
fuse and continue With emergAncy procedure as follows: 

a. Move landing gear transfer switch to emer
gency. Make sure that the bus selector 
switch is in the normal position. 

b. Pull the emergency landing gear release 
handle and hold until doors are fully open. 
If doors do not open when handle is pullod, 
emergency gear motors will in some c~sea 
drive the gear through the doors, provided 
the release handle is held out during 
operation of emergency mo t ors. 
CAUTION: If more than one gea.r is defectiw 
operate only ON:Hl emergency gear switch at a 
time. After gear is down and locked, do 
not operate the emergency motor. There are 
no limit switches in the emergency system. 

3. Operate the emergency gear switch controlling 
the defective gear. If solenoid fails to close when 
using emergency gear switch, throw a jumper across the 
solenoid or close it manually. If defective gear does 
not move Within ten seconds, return emergency gear 
switch to neutral and proceed as follows: Set landing 
gear transfer switch to normal and bus selector switch 
to emergency. 

4. Operate simultaneously normal gear switch and 
emergency gear switch (for defective gear), to the down 
position. I! defective gear does not move within ten 
sec0nds, return both gear swi tchee to neutral a.nd pro
ceed as follows: Move landing gear transfer switch 
and bus selector switch to emergencr. 

5. Place the emergency gear switch on the defec
tive gear t o t he 11up" position for approximately 10 sec. 
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Tren return switch to the "down" posHion. If defective 
gear does not move within 10 seconds, return emergency 
~ear ~vitch to nAutral and proceed as follows: As a 
last resort, turn off all en~ine-driven generators and 
move bus selector switch to em,,rgency and landin~ gear 
transfer switch to normal. tove emergency gear switch on 
defective f!ear to Tldown'' position. --1hen gear is "down 
and locked'', return emergency eear switch to neutral. 
Tum on all operating engine generators and watch cl0sely 
for movement of defective gear. If gear does not move, 
ship may be landed safely with gener~tors on. If rlefec
tive gear starts to retract, set wi.nr. flaps at 25°, set 
nrops at 2/,00, and service nain Hnd emergency hydrau] ic 
systems, if necessR.ry. Then turn R.11 engine 12;enerators 
o.ff. Lower defective gear aeain with emerfency ~ear 
~witch. Land with generators off Rnd bus selector switch 
on emerr1 ency. E,top the i:;hip with as few brake applica
tions as posdble. Cut all en8ines, switches, cmd put
put while still on runway. Have ship towed to the line. 
1.'1hether landine WA.S made with rrenerators on or off, ship 
~hou1ci be jacked up for a retraction test before any 
switches are turned on and before any motors are repl.r.ced. 
tJ0'Fi: If nose gear alone fails to extend, check nose 
1:1,eA.r motor fuse (100 amn~) in nose wheel wel]. 

Vi,.A.PS 

1. Flan switch neutral. 
~. riut switch «m top of en1er{:;ency rr.otor ''down 11 or 

"up" as desired. J'otor is norr:ully stowed in fl.ap soc1<et 
in center winf, section, md nlu!d;ged i.nto P,mergericy bu~. 

'3. Lowr!r or raise flans as desired ·.vi th lnnriinfd" 
ft.ear transfer swi.tch ( Airpl~ne Corr ander' s c,mtrol stand), 
or hus selectc~ ~witch (battery solenoid shield) on·~mer
rercy". As land.in:' i~ made usinr emer"sency ex1.,ension of 
.flans, 1.irplane Cor:ir.an, :er Phould nut down full .f1 a os as 
soon as posP-t.ble on ar.n roach, then, after returnin.:r land
i.nv ~ear transfer switch to nnrmal, have switch on flan 
motor pli-iced in "uo" oosi. tion. This will enable i,irolane 
Con:ander to raif;e flaps })y means of landin1 gea.t' trans
fer switch in the event of a go around. 
··:An!-;It~G: ~o not run the mohr be:,,,onr:i upcr- r and J m~er 
flan limits. 'I'h5s wnuld burn out tre motor. as it ~es no 
limit switch. For emergency flap operation~ cion't. deoend 
on the hAnd crank stowed for·.-1ard of the rear entrance 
door. rihif crank is for starting the eni:;ines 
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and will not fit the flap socket. 
4. As a last resort, put the normal flap switch "up" 

or11down11 as desired with the landing gear transfer switch 
on "normal." Then put bus selector switch on "emergency". 
The switch on top of emergency motor mu.st be in the same 
corresponding position as then ormal flap switch, or 
normal and emergency motors will work against each other. 
Some airplanes equipped with a manual emergency system 
have a separate emergency wing nap switch on the pilot•s 

,aisle stand. 

erst on of D r • 
1. Install portable motor normally stowed in cen

ter wing section) in forward or aft bomb bay door socket 
just above socket. Motor switch neutral. 

2. Landing gear transfer switch or bus selector 
switch on 11 emergency11 • If bus selector switch is used, 
put-put must be "on the line." 

3. Portable motor switch (on top of motor) to "up" 
for opening doors, to "down" for closing doors. These 
switch positions are for forward bomb doors only. Switch 
positions are reversed for operation of aft bomb doors 
(see decal on top of motor). 
WARNINGs This motor has no limit switch. Operation be
yond the full open or full closed position will burn out 
the motor. The engine hand crank will not operate the 
bo~b be.y doors (see flaps, above). 

Emergency Mechanical Bomb Release. 

1. Pull release cable by winding Bombardier's hand 
wheel 2 1/2 turns clockwise or by pulling emergency re
lease handle (one on Airplane Commander's control stand, 
another on the forward wall of pressurized compartment,. 
near floor, on port side). The first part of this pull 
releases the doors, allowing them to open. The second 
part of the pull operates the bomb release levers, re
leasing bombs unarmed. Total length of pull about 30". 

2. After release with wheel, rewind by turning 
wheel counterclockwise 2 1/2 turns. 

3. Doors mav be closed after emergency release by 
put ting b crnb door handle in full open position and hold .. 
ing until retracting screw engages door mechanism. ·''hen 
move handle to "close." 
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EMERGENCY OPERATION - PN1'UMATIC BOMB OOORS 

When proper :pressure in both normal accumulators is 
present, and electrical system is out: 

To Open Doors 
1. Pull emergency release on either airplane com

mander's position or aft of bulkhead 218 until 
both doors o'T)en. 

To Close Doors -
1. Turn off master switch and bomb door circuit 

breaker switch on bombardier's panel. 
2. Pull emergency retraction "T" handle aft 218 

bulkhead to close forward doors. 
WARNING: The forward bomb bay doors must be 

closed first in order to release the 4-way valve on the 
rear door. An,y effort to close the rear doors first 
Vill result in complete loes of air ~ressure in the 
rear accumulator. 

3. Pull emergency retraction "T" handle on right 
re3r catwalk to close rear doors. 

With proper pressure on only one accumulotor: 
1. Open manual equalizer valve until ~ressure in 

accumulators is equal. 
2. Operate doors nor111nlly. 

When pressure is absent from both norlllA.l accumu-
lators and emergency accumulators are present: 

To Open Doors 
1. Pull emergency release "T" handle. 
To Close Doore 
1. Open emergenc;,;• actuation valve. 
2. Pull emergency retr1:1.ction 11 T" handle aft of 

Station 218 to close forward doors. 
3. Pull emergency retraction "T" handle on right 

rear catwalk to close rear doors. 
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Emergency ~lectrical Bomb Release 

1. With normal electrical power, salvo release of 
bombs unarmed is accompU.shed by closing any one of 
three salvo switches located at the Airplane Com!nander' s 
station, Bombardier's station, and right h;ind sighting 
station in the aft pressurized compartment. ~1th any 
one of the salvo swit.ches cloi:,ed, oower goes directly 
to the homh door "open11 solenoid, salvo indicator lights, 
and bomb salvo relay. 

2. If electrical operation is imposi:;1.bJ.e, opening 
of the bomb doors is ~ccom~lished by actuating the emer
gency homb door release situated ·on the Airplane Corn
mHnder'::; control stand. Bor.ibs JMY then be dropped 
singly by manually tripping the "release" lever on each 
bomb shackle. 

GO AROlJND 

1. Notify Flight Kngineer that you are "going 
around". 

2. Apgly throttle gradually, as needed, and raise 
flaps to 25. 

J. Set full high RPI-!. 
4. Don't try to climb until reaching a safe flying 

speed. 
5. Raise gear when safely clear of the ground. 
6. Proceed RS in normal take-off. 
?. If necessary, a?nlY emergency power by advanc

ing the Turbo Selector Knob to the No. 10 position. 
Remember--first raise the flaps to 25°, all in one move
ment. With full flaps down, airspeed can~ot be accel
erated and climbing is next to imPQssible. 

8 • . Go around on fewer than four engines should not 
be attempted. 

The B-29 is equipped with a CO2 system fed by two 
high-pressure CO2 bottles mounted in the nose wheel 
well. Lines from each bottle run to all four engine 
nacelles. The Fli~ht Engineer can direct .the CO 
charge to the desired engine by turning the sele~tor 
knob on his instrument panel, and pulling th, CO2 
release handle (or both handles, if desired) for the 
bottle he wishes to use. 
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Besides the nacelle extinguisher system, each air
plane is equipped with three hand extinguishers, two co2 
and one carbon tetrachloride, for extinguishing cabin 
fires. One CO2 extinguisher is located on the inboard 
side of the Flight Engineer's control stand, the other is 
in the aft pressurized compartment, aft of the auxiliary 
equipment panel. The carbon tetrachloride extinguisher 
is located beside the rear entrance door. 

CABIN FIR.ES DURING FLIGHT 

In all cabin fires during flight, IMMEDIATELY PULL 
THE fillERGENCY IBESSURE RELIEF HANDLE IF THE CABIN IS 
PRESSURIZED. If the fire is in a rear compartment, use 
the portable carbon tetrachloride extinguisher first, and 
if necessary, the CO2 extinguisher. If the fire is in 
the forward compartment, use the CO2 extinguisher mounted 
beside the Flight Engineer's control stand. 

If the cabin fire is caused by an electrical short 
circuit, the procedure is the same, except that the 
Flight Engineer must turn all electrical power OFF wUh 
the battery and generator switches. 

If the cabin becomes excessively smoky or gaseous 
after using the fire extinguishers, open the bomb bay 
doors for ventilation. If the fire is extremely bad, 
and there is danger of an explosion from fuel tanks, 
sound a series of short rings on the alarm bell, so 
the crew can prepare to abandon the airplane. 

NACELLE OR ENGINE FIRE ON '!HE GROUND 

If the fire is known to be a torching turbo, put it 
out by ·increasing throttle setting momentarily. For 
other engine or nacelle fires on the ground, use the 
following procedures: 

1. irove mixture control to idle cut-off on all 
four engines. 

2. Close fuel shut off valves on all four engines. 
3. Turn off booster pump switches for all four 

engines. 
4. Close throttles. 
5. Open cowl naps. 
6. Set nacelle fire extinguisher to proper engine. 

Pull first one, and then, if necessary, the other fire 
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extinguisher control handle. Flight Engineer will check 
with the scanner on condition of fire before pulling 
second control handle. 
NOTE: The engine fire extl.nguisher is for fires in the 
accessory section and is not effective against fires in 
the engine itself. If fire is still burning: 

7. Turn all ignition switches off. 
8. Turn battery switch off. 
9. Stop auxiliary power plant. 

10. Send crew members for additional ground fire 
fighting equipment. 

NACELLE FIRE IN FLIGHT 

Crew member spotting the fire uses 11call II position 
on jack-box and says, "Fire on No. ___ engine. 11 {It 
possible crew member will identify fire a• to tYJ)e and 
location). From this point, at the Airplane Com:nander 1s 
discretion, the following procedure should be used: 

1. Airplane Commander feathers propeller and ea.ye 
to Flight Engineer, "Use engine fire procedure No. ___ • 11 

2. Flight Engl neer puts mixture on feathered engine 
in idle cut--off, shuts fuel valve, boost pump off, turns 
off ignition and opens cowl flap on dead engine to 10°. 

3. 711ght Engineer then sete nacelle fire extin
guisher to proper engine, pulls first one, and then if 
necessary the other fire extinguisher control handle. 

4. If fire is still burning, and airplane has 
enough altitude, Airplane Commander places airplane in a 
slightly nose down attitude and increases airspeed 50-60 
MPH in an attempt to blow fire out. 

- 5. While Airplane Commander is accomplishing step 
4, Flight Engineer closes cabin air valves and radio 
operator closes forward pressure door. If smoke has en
tered cabin, co-pilot opens his window. 
Noll: If fumes in the cabin warrant it, Aii-plane Comman
aermay have crew put on oJCYgen masks with "Auto-mix" off. 

6. If fire is out of control, abandon the airplane 
according to prescribed bail-out procedures. 

7. If en~ine catches fire while at low altitude or 
shortly after take off, Airplane Co111JM.nder will, if UB.
able to put out the fire make emergency landing, follow
ing crash landing procedure if necessary. In case of fire 
immediately after take off, it will depend on gross 
weight of the airulane and judgement of the Airplane 
Commander whether or not an attempt is ma.de to return to 
the field. 
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BAIL OTJT 

Airplane Commander will not give the order to aban
don ship until he is sure that altitude is high enough 
for a safe bail out. 

Crew members will not leave the ship until the or
der is given by the Airplane Commander, who will use in
terphone and the alarm bell. Three short rings means, 
"Prepare to abandon ship." If this is followed by one 
continuous ring, crew members will bail out. Also, the 
crew will be warned by interphone and an acknowledgment 
received from each crew member. 

When preparing to abandon ship, Airplane Commander 
will let down below 10,000 feet if possible, release 
cabin pressure, turn on landfog lights, (if at night), 
and lower gear. Bombardier will open bomb bay doors, 
salvo bombs, and leave doors open. Pilot will (if ship 
is over water) pull life raft release handles (forward 
pressurized compartment to either side of tunnel) and 
throw overboard the life raft, stowed in forward compart• 
ment and order Tail Gunner to throw overboard life raft 
stowed in rear unpressurized compartment. 

1. Radio Operator will broadcast a position report. 
Crew members will destory all confidential and secret 
equipment, prepare wounded members for bail-out, then 
jump out through the following exitsa 

a. Navigator, Radio Operator, Bombardier, 
Flight En@-neer, Pilot, and Airplane Com• 
mander, in that order, through the nose 
wheel well (Navigator and Radio Operator 
may exit through forward bomb bay if time 
and conditions permit). 

b. Right Gunner, Left Gunner, Top Gunner, 
through aft bomb bay. 

c. Tail Gunner through rear entrance door. 
d. Gunners will report to pilot when ready to 

abandon ship (exits open and, if over 
water, equipment jettisoned). 

When bailing out, brace your feet against the air
plane and dive head first, toward the ground. If at al
titude, fall "free" (without pulling ripcord) until 
~eaching 10,000 .t't. But if you feel yourself losing con
sciousness, whatever your altitude, pull ripcord. In 
any case, check your bailout bottle before leaving ship. 
CRASH IAJiPlij'G 1 WHEEIS UP 

'rhe B-29 can be crash-landed with a minimum or 
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injury to the crew. land on hard surface whenever pos
sible in oreference to sod or dirt. Do not f enther prop~ 
unless engine trouble requires feathering. 

With wheels up, drag is reduced considerably, so 
plan your approach to land short. 

1. If feasible, circle landing area until remain
ing fuel supply is 200 gallons per engine. 

2. Clear traffic and call for crash trucks, if 
possible. 

3. Give crew members not essential t.o crash land
ing permission to bail out. Remaining crew ~0mbers will 
take up crash landing positions. (See next page.) Clear 
lower turret areas for crash landing, as turrets are 
likely to tear loose and be forced up into cabin. 

4. Drop all bombs, auxiliary bomb bay tanks, 
flares, and to prevent jamming, leave all emergency es• 
cape hatches open, except the bomb bay doors. Drain 
oxygen system. 

5. Close wheel well nacelle doors, if possible. 
6. Make a normal approach sufficiently far back 

from the field and high enough to allow remaining crew 
members to perform tr.e following last minute preparations . 
at the com.'!lend of the Airplane Commander. 

7. Lower full flaps for landing. 
8. Stop auxiliary power pl3nt. 
9. Shut booster pumps off. 

10. Close fuel shut-off valves {toggle switches on 
Engineer's panel) on final approach when certain of 
making the field. {Approximately 10 to 15 seconds of 
fuel, at low power, remains in the lines after closing 
the fuel shut-off valves.) 

11. Just prior to contact with the ground, throttle 
the engines back end1 place mixture control in idle cut
off. 

12. Turn the master switch, generator switches, and 
battery switch off. 

13. See that Flight Engineer is prepared to set en
gine nacelle fire extinguisher selector to any engine 
that may oatch fire after landing. 

14. Warn crew member just prior to ground contact, 
then make normal landing by sliding airplane in on its 
belly. 

EMERGF.NGY I.ANDU'G {Both Main Gear Down. Nose \'{heel Pa.:
tially Up or All the Way Up. On An Airport. 

1. Follow steps 1 thro~h 13 as for crash landing,. 
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Except for wheel doors {leave open), and laed shift 
disposa½le load to put CG back as far as possible), then 
proceed as follows1 

a. Hold the nose of the airplane in the air as 
long as possible with the elevators and then 
lower it gently until it strikes the runway. 

b. After the nose of the airplane strikes the 
runway, apply brakes as necessary to bring 
airplane to a stop. 

EMERGENCY µ ;:IDING (One Main Wheel Up. Nose Wheel and 
One rllain Wheel Down) On An Airport. 

l. Follow steps 1 through 13 as for ere.sh landing, 
except for wheel doors (leave open). Then proceed as 
follows1 

a. Make normal lending on good wheel with the 
wing tip slightly low on the good wheel 
side. 

b. Hold the wing on bad wheel si~e up as long 
as possible with ailerons. 

c. Be prepared for an extremely sharp ground 
loop in the direction of the crippled wheel, 
when the wing tip and the nacelle dig into 
the runway. Use brakes to minimize ground 
loop. 

EMER E-:\l'CY I.A './DI lfG Nose Whee 
and One Main Whee 

1. Follow steps 1 through lJ as for crash landing, 
except for wheel doors, then continue as followsa 

a. Make normal one-wheel landing on the good 
wheel. 

b. Hold up nose with elevators, and the wing 
tip on the bad wheel side with ailerons, 
as long as possible. 

]iQ'.!!s IF EITHER MA.IN GEAR CAN BE EXTENDED AND LOOKED, 
LA.ND II/ITH TlliS ONE GT''.J\R EXTENDED. IN CASES WHERE NEITHER 
~~IN GEAR CAN BE LOWERED ALL THE WAY, RAISE ALL WHEELS 
IF POSSIBLE AND UAKE A CRASH I.ANDING. lAND ON HARD ST_JR
FACE IN PREFEREr-mE TO SOD OR DIRT• 

Emercrency LandinD' Off An Airport Raise All Wheels 
and make A Qrasb Landing. 
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SMERGENCY LANDING GEAR OPERATION ( Manual) 

A manual system for the extension and retraction of 
the landing gear is installed in the new ~roduction air
planes. The system is composed c,f a hand crank for each 
main ~ear and crank for thP- nose ~ear, torque tubes, and 
gear boxes to actuate the landing gear screws. Clutches 
diecon~ect the normal motors from the screws during 
emergency operation. ThP- clutches on the main gears 
also di~connect the manual system which does not turn 
during normal operation of the gears. 
NCTS: This system can also be actuated by the !')Ortable 
wing flap motor. 

1.'AIN Gr.AR 

· a. The main gears are each operated manually from 
a gear box installed .iust aft of the rear wing 
spar and above each ~4twalk in the rear bomb 
bay. Th~ box on the right hand sjde actuates 
the left gear. A hand crank, which is insertP,d 
in the gear box durin,,;,; manual operation, is 
stowed ~ust above the catwalk at st3tion 520. 
In B-29A's, this crank is located on the rear 
spar bulkhead. A crank is orovided for each 
gear. From each gear box, a torque tube 
projects ontboard through the win~ trailin~ 
edge ribs to a right angle gear box near wing 
station 137. From the gear box another tube 
cro1ects forward to a gear box on the rear side 
of the front soar from which a short tube e;oes 
to the ge.3.rs that actuate the landin£?; ~ear 
screw. The clutch that disconnects the normal 
electric rr:otor from the screw and engages the 
manual system is cable operated from the same 
oull handle that operates the emergency nacelle 
door release. I\ sinQle cable runs from the 
ha:1dle to a 'lUadrP..nt mounted on, the reRr sirle 
of the front ·s'Jar in the ;,,heE:l well, then over 
a pulley on the clutch release lever to a 
tension spring. The cables actuating the 
nacelle door releases are operated by the 
'7UE.drant. The pull handle formerly located on 
the Ain,12.ne Corrunander' s control stand is now 
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replaced with two handles, one on each side of 
the airplane, at bulkhead 485. The handles are 
within easy reach of the crew members at the 
hand cranks. 

b. To operate each main gear with this emergency 
system: 
(1) Pull the nacelle door release and clutch 

engagement handle. Allow the swaged ball 
on the cable to drop into the slot on the 
handle bracket which retains the cable in 
the extended position. '!his puts a 
spring tension on the clutch lever, which 
subsequently moves to mesh the clutch when 
the jaws are aligned. The etlgagement of 
the clutch on the manual side is simul
taneous with the release of the clutch on 
the motor side. 

(2) To raise the gear manually, insert the 
crank in the upper position on the gear 
box. Turn clockwise until the stops en
gage. About 30 minutes will be required 
to complete the 774 turns. It is nec
essary to use the upper position with its 
gear ratio of 12 to 1 to lighten the crank 
loads when raising the gear. 

(3) To lower the gear manually, insert the 
crank in the lower position. Turn clock
wise until the stops are engaged. The 
gear ratio is 6 to 1, and 387 turns are 
required. This takes about 12 minutes. 

(4) To operate the gear by emergency power, 
install the portable auxiliary flap motor 
in the lower position. BE SlJR~ TPE CLUTCH 
HAS BEEN SHIFTED. The switch directions 
are noted on the motor handle. Run the 
motor until the stops engage. A jar will 
occur, and the motor clutch will start 
slipping. One minute is required for 
retracting, 40 seconds for extending. 
The motor is normally stowed on the center 
wing section and is plugged into a oower 
receotacle. The cord on the motor has 
been. lengthened to make it possible to 
reach both gear boxes from this receptacle~ 
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( 5) 1\L",'lAYS R:mJR'.~ THE CUTTC'! J!AMDL '.~ Tr 'I'TI'.!: 
"IN'' PCSI'I'ICN Il -~rc;DHT'.'.l,Y ,\FTt:=l ..:;1:i~Rr.::;·>JcY 
i XTE '-:s r n: r R P:...:TR :'.C1'T 0N n·) (X'IPL r~Ti- . 
1his will cause an internal soring in the 
clutch mechanism to release the emereency 
manual system and engage the normal elec
tric motor. Since the retraction motor is 
series wou~0, it will develop excessive 
soeed and destrov ~.tself H run with the 
load removed. Therefore, i.t should 
always remain engaged except when the 
emergency system is actually being used. 

a. To operate the nose ,:;ear manually: 
(1) Remove the beam from the clamp on the 

P:ilot's armor rilate !"tanchion and rotate 
to a horizontal position. 

( 2) Secure the beam with eye bolt and ·:1ing nut 
to the bracket on the ,\irolMe Commander's 

(3) 

( 4) 

( 5) 
( 6) 

( 7) 

plate stanchion. 
Remove the hand crank from under the 
entrance hatch and insert into the 
square hole in the beam. 
Unscrew thP. oressure seallng Plue in the 
floor, using the hand crank as a wrench. 
Insert the crank in the gear box. 
Tf the crank will not turn, open the 
entrance hatch and disengaee the motor 
with the clutch lever. J,'.oving the lever 
toward the right (facing forward) dis
engage the motor. A soring that attaches 
to either of two clips is provided on the 
handle to retain it in the engaged or re
leased position. Normally, the motor is 
left engaged and is allowed to rotate as 
the gear is actuated. The number of turns 
of the crank required to ralse or lower 
the gear is 257, and the gear ratio ts J 
to 1. Extension and retraction are each 
accomplished in two to three minutes. 
ALWAYS RETURN THE CLUTCE HAMDIB TO THE 
&'SGAGED PreITION AFTF..F HANDCRANKING if 
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the clutch has been rele~sed. Also remove 
the crank and stow the beam. 
NOTB: Instruction decals are installed in 
theairplane to explain the o~ration or 
the manual retraction system. A decal is 
provided above each gear box at the crank
ine stations for the main ~ears. A decal 
is also provided on the back of the Pilot's 
armor plate for instructions regarding the 
nose gear. 
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DITCHING 

Ditching the B-29 in its present configuration is a 
special problem, completely different from any other air
plane. The large bomb bay doors and the extreme length o! 
the fuselage have caused the following conditions in 
ditchings so far experienced by B-29 airplanes: 

a. Bomb bay doors usually collapse unless modified 
to strengthen. 

b. A wall or water breaks down the front door of 
the rear pressurized compartment. 

c. The entire tail section fills with water and 
sometimes breaks off and sinks. 

Modifications now in engineering will provide: 
a. Reinforced bulkhead pressure door. 
b. Reinforced bomb bay doors. 
c. Escape hatch on top of rear pressurized com

partment. 
d. Ditching belts. 

DITCHING DRILL 

Successful ditching depends on constantly repeated 
drill. Reactions must be automatic. The procedure must 
be as orderly as possible. Equi}'.Jllent needed after the 
plane has been abandoned must not be left behind. The 
whole crew must practice together the coordinated steps 
of the ditching procedure just as often as possible. 
Wet ditehing drill, the actual launching and boarding of 
life rafts in water, is preferable. If there are no 
facilities for wet ditching drill, practice the ditching 
procedure in your own plane under simulated conditions. 
Learn your job. Learn the ,1ob of every man in the crew 
so that nothing can be overlooked. 

WIND DIRECTION 

Study the appearance of the sea in relation to wind 
speed and direction. Try to become thoroughly familiar 
with surface conditions; they are an index to the wind. 
Waves move downwind, but the foam of the crest appears to 
slide down the back, the windward, side of a breaking 
wave. Spray from wave crests is blOlfll downwind. Swell 
is a rising and falling of the surface of the sea; swell 
does not indicate wind direction. 
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·.,arm S?EED 

1. A few white crests •••••• 10-20 MPH 
2. Many white crests •••••• 20-30 MPH 
3. Streaks of foam along water • 40-50 MPH 

ALTJ'T'UDE 

Altitude is difficult to judge when the surface of 
the sea is smooth. Radio Operator should lower trailing 
antenna until it strikes the water, and notify the Air
plane Commander when current drops. 

HA\~LING Tm:; .:.IR.PLANE 

Ditch along the top of a steep swell. Ditch upwind 
in a long shallow swell. If there is a crosswind over 
20 !v'.PH ditch into the wind. If ditching into the wind 
involves ditchin~ across a swell, put the air!)lane down 
on an upslope toward the top. After flattening out try 
to keep the airplane from striking the water until all 
excess speed is lost. If the airplane alights tail down, 
there will be a jolt as the tail s.trikes, followed by a 
severe impact and violent deceleration. If you come· in 
too fast on a calm sea, there will be a tendency to 
bounce; hold the control colw6n back hard. In A. sea witt. 
average size waves, the tail will touch the crest of the 
wave first. Keep the nose up so the forward part of the 
airplane will touch the next wave crest approximstely 
under the center of gravity. The airplane "boats, 11 but 
if the nose submerges, it will hold. 

PREPARATIONS 

When an emergency develops making it doubtful as to 
whether or not you will reach land, start your prepar
ations for ditching at once ... Start with the prelimine.ry 
radio procedure. Don't wait for the situation to im
prove. Experience indicates radio signals sent prior to 
ditchfog are the best aid to searchers. If you are able 
to make land, cancel the SOS, so thet you won't waste 
the time of other crews and jeopardize their· safety. 
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NOTE: If it is necessary to bail out over water, Air
plane Commander should place the airplane in a bank nnd 
circle while life rafts and other equiµnent are being 
thrown overboard. Crew members should bail out ~s near 
as possible to emergency equiµnent. 

Any time the signal to prepare for bail-out is 
given, the crew members in the rear of the airplane 
should renort when they have opened exits and are ready td 
abandon ship. 
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Check fuel supply; power is important. Ditch before the 
fuel is exhausted. Keep a margin of speed available so 
you can pick your S!)Ot to set the airplane doml. 
)REW PROCEDURES 

The crew ~ositions outlined below have been fforked 
out to place most of the crew members in the forward 
pressurized compartment. They take into account the order 
in which those cre'N members come forward and the last 
minute duties they must perform; however, only ditching 
drills by an assembled crew will determine how individual 
crew members stature or build may affect these positions. 
Furthermore, in combat, injuries may cause some crew 
positions to be interchanged. A man with an :injured leg 
could not hold hinself in some of the positions described 
here and might have to change positions with another mem
ber of the crew. The important things to remember area 

a. Eight crew positions in the fornard compartment 
are outlined below. Fill them according to the 
stature and build, and injuries of your crew. 

b. Practice taking these positions quickly, not 
necessarily in the order outlined. 

c. See that your back end head are supported so you 
will not bounce around when the airplane hits. 

d. Remove parachute harness, winter flying boots, 
and flak suit, loosen shirt collar; keep flak 
helmet on only if you can rest it against some
thing. 

e. Use cushions and parachutes for padding. Pull 
out canopy if desired but leave shroud lines in 
pack. 

r. Jettison all unnecessary items which may tear 
loose and crash forward like projectiles when 
the airplane hits. This includes t!-le bombsight, 
which usually tears itself from the stabilizer 
and crashes through the front glass, and the 
camera in the rear unpressurized corapartmc~t. 

g. In case of fire, crew members will not inflate 
life vest until after swimming clear of fire. 

h, All flak suits should be jettisoned before ditch
ing. 

a. Give co-pilot warnings ".PREPARE t'JR DITCfilNG 
IN_MINl~S". ~ive standard ditching signal 
on alarm bell, six (6) short rings. Turn IFF . 
Emergency switch on. Remove parachute harness, 
flak suit and helmet, and winter flying boots. 
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Fasten saf ety belt and .1.u._,sen shirt collar. 
Weer flying gloves. 

b. Advise any nearby aircraft of distress by radio,' 
and then turn to i~ter-ohone. 

c. Give co-pilot orders i10PEN EMERG1NCY EXITS AND 
THROW OUT EQUIPMENT." If po3sible, give this 
order above 5,000 feet. 

d. Give co•oilot orders "STATIONS FOR DITCHING. 
IMPACT IN SECONDS." If possible, give this order 
above 2,000 feet. Open window, brace feet on 
rudder pedals, knees flexed. About five (5) 
seconds before impact, give co-pilot order: 
11 :SRACE FOR IMPACT. 11 The aircraft should to:.i.ch 
the sea in a normal landing attitude (about 5 
degrees). 

e. Check to see that crew is cleer of foI'i.'ard com• 
partment, then exit through left window. In
flate life vest when on window ledge. Climb 
atop cabin, thence to left wing. Secure left 
life raft or pull outside release handle, if 
necessary. 

co-PILOT 
a. Relay nilot's command over interphone: "PREPARE 

FOR DITCHING IN r,ITNUI'ES." Receive ·acknowl'"'I 
edgrnents. Tell the pilota "CREW NOTIFIED." 

b. Remove parachute harness, flak suit and~ 
and winter £lying boots. Fasten safety belt 
and loosen shirt collar. Wear flying gloves. 

c. Stand by on interphone to relay pilot's orders. 
d. Relay order~ "JP.EN EMERGENCY EXITS AND THROW 

our EXCESS EQUIPMENT" and check on crew's pro
gress. 

e. Rela~r :,rders "STATION~ FOR DITCEING. IMPACT 
IN __ SECONDS. 11 Open side window, brace feet 
on rudder bar with knees flexed. Thirty sec
onds before impact, order radio operator to 
abandon his key and take station. When pilot 
gives orders "BRACE FOR IMPACT", send one long 
ring on alarm bell. 

f. Take aeronautical first aid kit stored above 
engineer's seat and exit through right window. 
Inflate life vest on window ledge. Climb atop 
cabin, thence the right wing. Secure right 
life raft or pull outside raft release handle, 
if necessary. 
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FUGH'!' ENGJ:Nr:::ER 
a• Acknowledge in turns "FLIGlfl' E:mINEER DITCHING. 11 

b. Remove oarachute harness, flak suit and 'l'd.ntcr 
flying boots. Keep flak helmet on loosen shirt 
collar. :Vear flying gloves. 

c. Ooen front emergency hatch and acknowledge to 
c~-:pilots "FRONT HATClf OPEN. 11 Pass it back to
gether with an:., other loose equipment to be jet
tisoned through front bomb-bay. 

d. Take regular position facing aft and keeping to 
your left, head and shoulders braced against co
pilot's armo~ plate, safety belt fastened, 
hands braced against control stand. 

e. Tnke raft accessory kit, if carried in aircreft 
from shelf behind escape hatch previously operat
ed. 

f. Inflate life vest on ·Nindow ledge. Climb atop 
cabin end proceed to right wing. 

g. Assist bombardier and co-pilot in securing life 
rafts. 

BO~IER 
a. Acknowledge in turns "BOMBARDIER DITCHING." 
b. Remove parachute harness, flak suit, and winter 

fiying boots. Keep flak helmet on and loosen 
shirt coliar. Wear fiying gloves. 

c. Destroy bomb sight and bombing data. Jetti~on 
the bomb sight so it will not break the front 
glass. 

d. ~en bomb bay doors. Assist in jettisoning all 
loose equipme~t in forward compartment. 
Jettison bombs, ascertain that- other crew mem
bers have finished jettisoning all loose equip
ment, and then close and check bomb bay doors. 
Shoot out ammunition from front turrets. 

e. Get emergency signal kits from under navigat~r•s 
desk. 

f. Take sitting position on floor with back against 
co-?ilot 13 armor plate. Squeeze in with the 
flight engin~er and brace right foot across the 
aisle. Fasten safety belt. Protect head with 
arm or pillow. 

g. Exit through engineer's emergency hatch. 
h. Inflate life vest and proceed to right wing. 

NAVIGATOR 
a. Acknowledge in turns "NAV!GATOR DITCHING." 
b. Remove parachute harness, winter flying boots, 
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and flak suit. Keep flak helmet on and loosen 
::;birt collar. Wesr flying gloves. 

c. Calculate position, course, altitude, and ground 
speed for radio operator to transmit. 

d. Give pilot surface wind strength and direction. 
Destroy classified documents. 

e. Gather maps and navigation equipment into water
proof bag or tuck inside clothing. Jettison 
navigator's chair, if possible. 

r. Pass axe from engineer's panel to top gunner. 
g. Jettison all drift signal flares through release 

tube. Assist in jettisoning all loose equipment 
from front compartment, including twmel ladder, 
then close pressure door to bomb bay. 

h. Check astrodone to be sure it has been removed. 
i. Fold navigator's table upward and sli je seat, if 

not jettisoned, full rear. Sit on n oor facing 
aft with parachute padded or cushioned back up . 
against structure below navigator's table. 
Rest head against structure. 

j. When airplane stops, exit th.rough astrodome. 
k. Inflate life vest and proceed to right wing 

with navigation equipment. 
RADIO OPERATOR 

a• Aolmowledge in turns "RADIO OPERATOR DITCHING'!. 
b. Remove parachute harness, flak suit,. and winter 

flying boots. Keep flak helmet on and loosen 
shirt collar. Wear flying gloves, if possible. 

c. Transmit position, course, altitude, and groWld 
ppced as received from navigator on DF. Relay 
fix or bearings obtained to navigator. 

d. Give DF contact all data without waiting too 
long for answer. 

e. Destroy classified material. Check IFF setting. 
f. Continue to send emergenc:7 signals. On command 

from co-pilot to take ditching position, screw 
down tr&nsmitter key. 

g. Lower the trailing antenna full length, watch 
current meter and notify pilot of height above 
water when it grounds (100-110). 

h. Remain at radio operator's seat with belt fasten• 
ed, facing aft, back and head against upper tur
ret wall, as close to center as possible cushion 
ing back and head with parachute, bracing legs 
against bulkhead. 
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i. After airplane comes to rest, pull both raft 
handles, e~:it through astrodome. 

j. Inflate life vest and proceed to right wing. 
RIGHT GUNNER 

a. Aclmowledge in turns "RIGHT GUNNER DITCHIN'G. 11 

b. Remove parachute h.::.rness, fl&k suit, and \'linter 
flying boots. Keep flak helrnet on and loosen 
shirt collar. Wear flying gloves. ' 

o. Shoot out all ammunition in reo.r l0\'1€r turret. .._... 
d. Help jettison all loose eq~iprnent. 
e. Proceed to rear unpressurized compartment. 

Open and jettison rear exit hatch. Sit facing 
aft, between left gunner and radar operator, 
back against bulkhead, hands clasped behind head. 
Pad back ,1i th parachute. Do not support any of 
the body against the ,Jressure Joor, as it may 
fly open on impact. 

f. Exit through rear escaoe hatch; inflate life 
vest and proceed to left wing. 

LEFT G UNNF..R 
a. Acknowledge in turn: "LEFT GUNN'"".iill DITCfil~TG. 11 

b. Remove p~rachute harness, flak suit, and winter 
fiying boots. Keep flak helmet on loosen collar 
Wear flying gloves. 

c. Report ?rogress in gunner's compartment ovar 
intorphone to co-pilot. 

d. Shoot out all ammunition in lower rear turret. 
e. Be sure pressure door to bomb bay is closed. 

close door in armored bulkhead. 
r. Proceed to rear unpressurized compartment. 

Close rear pressure door and securely latch. 
Sit facing aft, back against right side ~f bulk
head, hands clasped behind head, legs braced. 

g. After airplane comes to rest, throw out extra 
emerg6ncy gear and exit through aft hatch. In ... 
~"late life vest and proceed to left wing. 

RADAR OPERATOR 
a. Acknowledge in turns "PJ..DAR OPERATOR DITCHING." 
b. Remove parachute harness, flak suit, and winter 

flying boots. Keep helmet on and loosen shirt 
collar. Wear fiying gloves. 

c. Destroy or jettison radar equipment if near 
enemy territory. 

d. Remain at position as long as pertinent infor
mation concerning altit~je and other matters 
may be relayed to pilot. 
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e. Just before taking ditching position, pull IFF 
detonator plug. 

r. Proceed to rear unpressurized compartment. 
Remain on interphone, if possible. 

g. Take position with back and head against bulk
head, cushioned with parachute, and with hands 
clasped behind head. 

h. When airplane comes to rest, exit through rear 
escape hatch. Inflate life vest and proceed 
atop fuselage to right wing. 

TOP GUNNER 
a. Acknowledge in turn: 11TOP GUNNER DITCHING." 
b. Shoot out all ammwiition from rear upper turretJ 

Check gunners to see that lower rear and tail 
turret ammunition has been shot away. 

c • Remove parachute harness, flak suit, and winter 
flying boots. Keep flak helmet on and loosen 
shirt collar. Wear flying gloves. 

d. Proceed forward through tunnel to front pressur
ized compartment. 

e. Be sure front pressure door to bomb-bay is 
closed and reinforced. 

r. Grasp leather thong below astrodome and pull 
sealing strip away, if astrodome does not fall 
free, jerk sharply on center stud. A sharp 
jerk is better than a steady pull. 

g. Take sitting position on lower turre·~ well with 
cushioned back and head up against upper turret 
well. Brace feet against bulkhead with knees 
flexed, and protect head with hands. 

h. Verily that both life reft release handles at 
tunnel entrance have been pulled. 

i. Exit through astrodome. Inflate life vest and 
proceed along fuselage to left wing. 

TAIL GUNNER 
a. Aelmowledge in turns "TAIL GUrffiti'...R_ DITCHING." 
b. Remove parachute harness, nak suit, and 

winter flying boots. Keep flak helmet on and 
loosen shirt collar. Wear flying gloves. 

c. Shoot out ammunition in tail guns. 
d. Jettison escape hatch; remain in seat, safety 

belt faste~ed, back and head cushioned, knees 
flexed. 

e. When airplane c~mes to rest, tail may be low in 
water or. under water. 

r. Exit through tail gunner's escape hatch, innate 
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life vest, make itay forwar::l to left wing. 

a. If crew includes an additional man (RCM observer 
or aerial observer) he will asswne prone posi
tion in the tunnel, feet braced flexibly against 
the tunnel wall. Exit through the astrodome to 
left wing. If convenient, the extra crew mem
ber will trade positions with the top gunner, 
using thE- taller man in the tunnel. It is sug
gested that ttis position be tried for size 
before the mission. 

b. On new models, astrodome can be released and 
dropped into tunnel by pulling on leather thong. 
On older models, there !llB.Y be time er.o:1gh to 
break out astrodome with axe. If astrodome is 
not removable, Left gunner end Radio Operator 
exit respectively through Airplane Commander's 
window and Flight Engineer's escape hatch. 

If ditching occurs at night, turn landing lights 
on, providing the reflection does not interfere 
with the Airplane Com..'J'lander 1s vision. Turn off 
bright lights withi~ the plane, so that you can 
see better when you get out into the darkness. 
Turn them on again after landing to guide nearby 
rescure parties. 

Don't junp from plane into rafts; you'll go right 
through. If a raft inflates inverted don't jump 
on it to right it. You'll only push out the air 
underneath and make it harder to turn the raft 
over. It may be possible for two or more men to 
right the raft from the wing. This may also be 
done by getting into the water, climbing up on one 
side of the raft and pulling on the handline 
attached to the opposite side of the raft. 
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Remember, however, that it is better to keep dry, if 
possible, when the weather is cold. 

Fend the rafts off the wings of the plane while 
launching and boarding thAm. Wing flaps ere usually 
torn loose in ditching and jagged edges of flaps or wings 
can easily puncture rafts. 

When all men are aboard, tie rafts together to keep 
them from drifting apart. 

Get the emergency raaio set into operation as soon 
as weather permits. The kit is contained in two oases, 
strapped together, which are brought out of the plane 
after the ditching by the Radio Opera tor. 

Complete instructions for operating the radio are 
included in the case. 

PROPELLER FF.ATHEF.lNG 
1. Throttle closed. 
2. Push feathering button and tell Flight Engineer 

to ?repare for feathering. (Don't hold button down. It 
will pop out when prop is fully feathered.) 

J. Fuel Off (mixture, fuel boost, fuel valve). 
4. Auxiliary equipment (generators, cabin air 

valve, vacuum pump) off or transferred to e.nother engine. 
5. Cowl flaps and oil cooler shutters closed. 
6. Ignition off when prop stops turning. 
7. Retrim airplane for balance and power. 

~• Propeller feathering, like the emergency landing 
gear system, is for emergency use only and shou]:i not .be 
practiced in training. A new modification also pre
cludes tbe pr~ctice of feathering at any time except in 
e~ergency. With this modification, the engine oil will 
be contami.p.ated with hydraulic fluin after a complete 
feathering cycle. (Simulated two - and three-engine 
operation may be practiced by pulli.~g the manifold pres
sure back to 15 inches.) 

UNFLA.T HERING 

1. Propeller - low RPM, throttles closed. 
2. Ignition - ON. 
J. Push feathering button and hold until propeller 

reaches 600 RPM and not more than 1000 RPM. 
4. Fuel valve and fuel boost pump on - mixture 

a 11to-rich. 
5 • Warm to minirmim of 85° CHT and 50° oil te:·1pera

a t 1200 RPM then advance RPM. 
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and throttle. 
Think twice before you feather a propeller under 

emergency conditions, such as engine failure on take-off 
or landing. Feather a propeller only when you are sure 
that the engine is creating a drag. Even an idling 
engine delivers some thrust at relatively low speeds. 
On take-off it may be delivering just enough to mean 
the difference between crash landing and going around. 

Even if a crash landing is inevitable, do not feath-J 
er propellers. Balance the power and land straight ahead 

The B-29 propeller feathering system uses engine 
oil pumped by an electric motor into the propeller dome. 
If all oil in the mail\system is loet, a three gallon 
oil reservoir holds enough oil for feathering, and un
feathering. (An airplane with this reservoir is easily 
identified. The featherin$ pump is located directly 
beneath the main oil tank.) 

If engine oil is lost, and the engine cannot be 
feathered, the greatest danger is from the windmilling 
prop, its speed depending on your altitude and airspeed. 

As an example, if you are operating on three en
gines at 25,000 feet and 233 ~n'!-1, true airspeed, and 
the dead-engine propeller is windmilling in low pitch, 
RPM will be about 4,000. Sjnce high speeds can cause 
centrifugal explosion of the propeller or destruction 
of the engine, reduce your power and lose airspeed, 
using flaps and gear, if necessary. At lower altitudes 
and very low speeds, the windmilling propeller is not 
likely to exceed the normal RPM limits. 

RUNAWAY PROPELLER 

1. Throttle back. 
2. Keep RPv. down by using feathering button inter

mittently and feather propeller completely as soon as a 
safe altitude is reached. 
NOTE: Normal overspeeding of the propellers up to 
3150 RPM, caused by a power surge, should not be con
fused with a runaway propeller. An overspeeding pro
peller will normally be returned by the governor to the 
set speed within a few seconds. Sometimes, after the 
feathering button has been used to return the prop to 
normal RPM, the governor will control the prop, if the 
Ai r plane Commander is careful not to apply sudden power 
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to the engine. In this case, do not feather the prop. 
Just handle the throttles carefully and come in for a 
landing as soon as possible. 

If the nose oil pressure drops below 20 lbs, 
feather propeller immediately to prevent a runaway 
propeller, and land as soon as possible. 

POWER SURGE 

In trre event of a strong power surge, pull the 
amplifier, thus locking the wastegate. If manifold 
pressure and RPM remain constant within limits, it 
indicates a faulty amplifier. If surge is not corrected 
by pulling amplifier, it indicates a faulty propeller 
governor. Feather propeller and land as soon as pos
sible. 

RUNAWAY TUROO 

1. Throttle hack. 
2. Change amplifier (amplifiers mounted forward 

of Navigator's table). 

TWO- -6.ND THREE E~~GINE OPERATION 

Two- and three-engine operation is essentially 
the same as in other four-engine airplanes, so detailed 
procedures will not be given here. Just remember these 
points if an engine fails on take-off: 

1. Get directional control first (balancing 
power if necessary), then pick up airspeed before try
ing to climb. 

2. Drag with gear and naps down is excessive, so 
raise gear immediately and bring up flaps at 150 MPH, 
even if gear is not all the way up. 

J. If you use turbo position No. 10, reduce 
power as soon as possible. 

4. If two engines fail on take-off, be prepared to 
crash land straight ahead. 

5. Because of the large flap area, uneven power 
should be applied cautious~ and gradually, wtth flaps 
pc:.rtly do,;,n or full dov;n. A sudden application of power 
on three engines (or on two engines, if both e.re on the 
same side) is likely to force the airplane into a vio
lent maneuver in the direction of the bad engines. 
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D:&SCENT CONTROL 

Because of interception, necesrity for maint~~ning 
pressurized f!.ltitude c1t which descent is in:i.ti.r.ted, and 
possible effect of adverse ,vinds at lo•:1er levels, j_ t is 
impossihlc to f, pecify a stnndard descent orocedure for 
all operating cond.:.tions. For all methods descent should 
be flown at lonr, ranr,e crui~.d .ng: air speeds and will re-
8uJ.t in a snvine; of 2½ mile8 per tr.ousand feet descended. 
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AIRPLANE COMMANDER CHECK-OFF 
PROCEOORE B-29 AIRPLANE 

( PILOT CHECK-OFF PROCEDURE REQUIRES COMPI.ETION 
OF PAR 1 THROUGH 5-f) 

N'AllE ___________ ASN _____ _.;RANK. ___ _ 

PILOT EXPERIENCE ____________ YKA.RS __ _ 

4-ENGINE TYPES FLOWN __ HRS IN B-l 7 ____ B-24. __ _ 

PILOT RATING _____________ DATE. __ _ 

INSTRUCTOR PILOT AJRPLANE COMMANDER Pil.OT 
(Check Applicable Category-Y---

(After spaces are initialed by Check Pilot, place in 
individual's Form 5) 

1. Complete successfully B-29 Pilot's 
Questionnaire 

2. Thorough knowledge of 'l".O. 01-20EJ-l 
and 2AF Manual 50-27, 11B-29 Standard 
Procedures for Pilots." 

J. Complete one night as observer 
4. Complete Missions 1 through 12, 

"Flight Training Directive for B-29 
Superfortress Crews," dated 9 Sep
tember 1944. 

5. Make a demonstration night as Air
plane Commander, or Pilot, with a 
qualified B-29 Check Pilot, wherein 
airplane capabilities and night 
limitations are thoroughly demon
strated by Student Pilot. Such 
maneuvers to be deJDOnstrated at least 
once each are as follows: 
a. Taxiing, using unbalanced power 

for directional control. 
b. Taxiing, using brakes for dir

ectional control 
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c. 1.'aximum deceleration, u:=,ing care 
to avoid locking wheels and in.iur
ing tires. 

d. Use of emergency brake~. 
e. A 11:inimum of 10 daytime take

of~s nnd landings. 
State number of each: 
( l) ______ take-offs (Dar) 
( 2) _______ 1D_.ndings ( Da;r) 

f. t~i~ht take-o~fi=: and l.andi.n1'!!: until 
proficient. 
State numher of ea~h: 
(l) _______ take-offs (t•!ight) ____ _ 
(2) ________ landtn~s (Ni~ht) ____ _ 

~- Stal ls. 
(1) Gear retrr-tcted, zero wing fla;:>s ------· 
(2) Gear extended, 25° winG flaps 
( 3) G13ar extenderl, full wing flans 

h. Three-engine•onerat ion by reducing 
manifold pressure to 15". 

i. Operation under conditions of re
duced throttles (25" Hg) and 25° 
flaps extended, demonstrating ease 
of handling under these conditions 
at low speeds ( 135 1'PH). 

j. ______ __, ___ Number re-
fused landings {go around) 

k. Shall be checked and passed by a 
qualified B-29 Check Pilot on 
freen card requireme~ts contained 
in AAF Instrument Check, AAF .Reeu
lation 50-3, 6 ?.'arch 191,,.4. ( Exclud
ing 100 hrs actual ' instrument time). 

6. A minimum of twenty (20) hours of quali
fied dual instruction beforP- day check, 
minimum of ten (10) hours of solo tra9n-
ition (daytime) before night solo flight. _____ _ 
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PRESSURIZATION AND OXYGEN 

CABIN PR~SURE 

Compressed air for supercharging the fuselage com
partments is supplied by the inboard turbos of the in
board engines. After compressed air oasses from the 
impeller into the carburetor air duct, some of the com
pressed air is directed through the cabin air duct, 
through the aftercooler, and into the cabin through the 
cabin air valve. This ha~pens only when the cabin air 
valve is open. 

When the cabin air conditioning system is used, 
the aftercooler flap is closed to provide heat, opened 
to provide cooling. With the aftercooler flap closed, 
hot air from around the exhaust collector ring is 
directed through the aftercooler to heat the cabin air. 
Nith the aftercooler flap open, cool air is directed 
throug~ the aftercooler, overcoming the heat of com
nression and reducing the temperature of air going into 
the cabin. 

Air is released from the cabin by two automatic 
regulators in the rear ~ressur.ized compartment, which 
maintain the following cabin pressures: 

0 to 8,000 ft -- Pressure differential of l inch 
8,000 to 30,000 ft- Cabin altitude 8,000 ft 

30,000 to 40,000 ft-- Cabin altitude increases from 
8,000 ft to 12,000 ft 

FRESSl!RIZING PROCEDURE 

Under normal conditions, begin pressurizing at 
8,000 ft. Close all windows( pressure doors, and the 
cabin pressure relief valve under left side of Engin
eer's seat). Open the cabin air valves on the Engin
eer's control stand. 
NOTE: Be sure that knurled knobs on top of cabin 
pressure regulators, located at forward end of rear 
pressure compartment, are unscrewed, as these regulators 
will not operate if knobs are screwed down. When level
ing out for cruising, Airplane Commander sets up pre
determined power. If cabin air flow is then too low 
with cabin air valves full open, Airplane Commander will 
increase turbo boost slightly and retard throttles to 
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desired manifold pressure. 
Cabin air now desired is the minimum now which 

will maintain cabin altitude (see above table), but 
never more than 1000 cubic feet per minute and not more 
than 600 cubic feet per minute at altitudes above 
33,000. 

For maximum engine efficiency, set turbos to the 
lowest point which will maintain desired cabin air now. 
If cabin pressure regulators are not working properly, 
screw down the knurled knobs on the cabin pressure reg
ulators, then regulate cabin pressure with cabin air 
valves and cabtn pressure relief valve. 

When operating above 20,000 feet the Flight Engineer 
should not allow cabin pressure differential to exceed 
13.34 in. of Hg. Close cabin air valves enough to 
prevent higher differentials. 

Either the Airolane Commander or Pilot in the front 
pressurized compart~ent, and one crew member in the rear 
pressurized compartment will use oxygen when pressurized 
above 10,000 feet. Bach remaining crew member will have 
his oxygen mask attached to left side of his helmet with 
mask hose plugged into oxygen system ~eady for instant 
use. If the cabin is suddenly depressurized, crew 
members can use oxygen immediately and prevent suffering 
from oxygen lack. A sudden increase in cabin altitude 
should not be harmful unless flying above 30,000 feet, 
in which case, some crew members might experience a temp
orary painful reaction from the "bends." 

If power is set for long range or maximum endurance 
cruising, it may be necessary to run the inboard engines 
at 200 RPM higher than the outboard engines, to provi4e 
the additional boost necessary to supercharge the cabin. 
In this case, transfer fuel to inboard engines since they 
will be using more fuel. Set outboard engines at RPM 
which will maintain proper airspeed. 

When pressurizing at high altitudes, open cabin air 
valves slowly, adjusting these valves to a 1000 foot per 
minute rate of descent. Differential pressure may some
times seal up a leak, suddenly, during pressurizing pro
cedure. This might oush cabin rate of descent far beyond 
1000 FPM. So while pressurizing, until CRbin altitude is 
stabilized, wAtch cabin rate of descent closely and be 
prepared to adjust cabin air valves if rate of descent 
changes quickly. 



DEPRESSURIZING PROCEDURE 

The cabin may be pressurized by closing the 
Engineer's cabin air valves and opening the cabin pres
sure relief valve, if necessary. In emergencies, the 
cabin can be quickly depressurized by pulling either of 
two emergency cabin pressure release handles (~irplane 
Commander's control stand, and starboard side-wall of 
rear pressure compartment near forward bulkhead). 

Always depressurize when ship is on fire or when 
preparing to abandon ship. 

The B-29 Demand Oxygen System is supplied by 
eighteen, type G-1, low-pressure, shatterproof oxygen 
filler valve, located on the outside of the fusela~e 
,1ust forward of the •wing root on the left side. 

Each of the 14 oxygen stations is supplied from 
two distinct distribution lines. Loss of one line or 
its associated cylinders still leaves each station with 
an alternate source of oxygen. The entire system is 
equalized by the uEe of crossfeeds controlled by auto
lD.8.tic check valves. In the event of t:>artial destruction 
of the system, all stations still functioning have 
equal access to the remaining oxygen supply. 

Each oxygen station consists of the following equip
ment--A-14 demand mask, A-12 demand regulator, pressure 
gage, flow indicator, pressure warning light, low
pressure suoply cylinders, and fUler and distribution 
manifolding. 

The length of time that the oxygen supply will last 
varies with the individual requirements of your crew, 
their activity, the temperature, and the equipment. 
However, with 400 to 425 lbs of pressure and the Auto
mix ON, there is more than ten hours supply of oxyP:en 
for a crew of eleven men flying at 15,000 ft. The 
system is least economical at altitudes between 20,000 
and 30,000 feet. Portable oxygen bottles are provided 
which may be refilled from the main oxygen system. 
These bottles last from five to eight minutes depending 
upon the activity of the user Wld the altitude. These 
bottles are not equipped with automatic mix features 
and give only pure oxygen upon demand. 
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When a crew member is suffering from oxygen lack, 
open the emergency valve on hie regulator, but leave 
valve open only as long as necessary, as it will empty 
the system quickly. I.eave auto-mix ON at all times to 
conserve the oxygen supply. Qxygen warning lights go on 
when system pressure drops below 100 lbs. 

AIR CONDITIONING PROOEDURE 

Two J-position, toggle switches, to the left of the 
Engineer's panel, control position of the afteroooler 
flaps, thereby heating or cooling the cabin. To air con• 
dition the cabin, air valves must be open to furnish air 
flow, but cabin need not be sealed or pressurized. With 
toggle switches set at "closed", afteroooler flaps are 
closed to provide maximum cabin heat. With switches set 
"open", aftercooler flaps are full open to provide maxi
mum cooling. With switches on "automatic", aftercooler 
naps are set by thermostat control to maintain cabin air 
temperature of 700 F. New production airplanes do not 
have the "automatic" thermostat control. 

FORMATION 

For latest formation data see 21st Bomber Command 
Tactical Doctrine. 

WEATHER FLYING 

Thunderstorms 

The Pj rst rule in flying weather is "STAY OTJl' OF 
THTJNDr:RSTORMS". If it is impossible to avoid flying 
through a line of thu.~derstorm, enter it at right ang~es 
to shorten the period of time in it and follow these 
procedures: 

s. Pitot heater on. 
b. Set intercooler~ to maint3in CAT 25° to 38° C to 

;:,revP.nt carb•n-etor ice. 
c. Set ~ro?ellers at 2300--mixtures auto-rich, so 

yl')u can "jockey" throttles through a greater 
range ~vithout exceeding engine limitations. 

d. Maintain n constaat eirsoeed of between l~O C."'ld 
190 M?H indicated. · 

e. Turn all cockpit lights up to maximum brilli3ncy 
to prevent being blinded by an electrical 
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discharge. In connection with this, it is 
e good idea for the man not actually fly
ing to shield his eyes with his hends. 
This is just an added precaution in case 
the man flying is temporarily blinded by 
a bolt of lightning. 

r. Keep the wings level, the airspeed con
stant, and ride with the up and down nrafts 

Precipitation Static 

When flying through a precipitation static area not 
associated with thunderstorms, the static in the radio 
and the chances of a static discharge may be minimized 
by doing the following: 

a. Slow down your airplane 20 to 25 MPH. 
b. Decrease RPM of propellers as much as 

possible (probably 2~0 to 300 RPM decreases 
will be possible dep0nding on gross weight) 

c. Climb or descend two or three thousend 
feet, depending on the type of weather and 
the terrain. This change of altitude and 
resultant change in temperature will often 
get you out of the static area. 

To eliminate carburetor ice, indicated by engine 
roughness, a drop in manifold pressure, and carburetor 
air temperatures below 25° a, increase power to 2400 RPM 
and 43.5 inches and closP- the intercoolers (four toggle 
switches on Engineer's Stand). This will eliminate 
carburetor ice. If necessary to fly in carburetor icing 
conditions, establish the desired power for climbing or 
cruising; then maintain carburetor air temperature be
tween 25 and 38° C by closing intercoolers, increasing 
turbo boost and throttling back. 

To prevent or eliminate pitot tube ice, turn pitot 
heat on (toggle switch on Engineer's control stand). 

To prevent or eliminate propeller ice, turn on anti
icer pumps (toggle switch on Engineer's control stand). 
Pwnps are located under floor of rear pressurized com
partment--one for inboard engines and one for outboard 
engines. Under Engineer's control stand are two separate 
rheostats for controlling flow of anti-icer fluid. 
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To eliminate wing ice, use de-icer toggle switch 
(Engineer's control stend) as necessary. 

INSTRUMENT A.PPRQA.CH 

An instrument ~,proach in the B-29 differs little 
from an inst~wnent approach in other airplanes. Just 
remember these points. 

a. When mald.ng an instrument approach and heading 
inbound toward the cone, set half flaps, 2400, and 
turbos on No. "8". Lower gear just short of cone. 

b. Because the airplane is relatively unstable 
with flaps down, it is recommended that 25° flaps be set 
when starting to let down toward the cone, before beam 
bracketing becomes difficult and before changes in alti
tude become critical. It is also recommended that full 
flaps be saved witil after you have broken through am 
are lined up with the runway on final approach. 

c. When making an instrument take-off, the attitude 
of the airplane is very important. If the ship is held 
in the proper attitude for take-off, and immediately 
after take-off, airspeed will build up steadily. Don't 
pull the nose too high on take-off. Climb at a minimum 
airspeed of 160 MPH to 500 rt. above the terrain. Then, 
before continuing the climb, level off witil reaching 
climbing airspeed (195 to 205, depending on weight), 
and until all CHT fall below 248° c. 

d. Recommended instrument flying speedea 
T.O. 115-130 IAS 
Climb 195 IAS 

Let do\m (25° flaps) 150 IAS (Minimum) 
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this maneuver. 
b. Squadron. 

(1) The squadron leader will assemble his 
element, and will then fly straight ahead 
for three minutes. He will then turn 45° 
to the right, hold this heading for one 
minute, then turn 90° to the left, hold 
this heading for one minute, and then re
turn to the original heading. Element 
leaders will join him during this maneuver. 

W-iATHER FLYING 

Thunderstorms 

The first rule in flying weather is "STAY CUT OF 
THUNDERSTCR.JlS. 11 If it is impossible to avoid flying 
through a line of thunderstorm, enter it at right 
angles to ~horten the period of time in it and follow 
these procedures: 

a. Pitot heater on. 
b. Set intercoolers to maintain CAT 25° to 38° C tc 

prevent carburetor ice. 
c. Set propellers at 2300--mixtures auto-rich, so 

_you can "jockey'' throttles through a greater 
ran~e without exceeding engine limitations. 

d. !Jaintain a constant airspeed of between 180 and 
190 !PH indicated. 

e. Turn all cockpit lights up to maximum brillian
cy to prevent being blinded by an electrical 
discharge. In connection with this, it is a 
good idea for the man not actually flying to 
shield his eyes with his hands. This is just 
an added precaution in case the man flying is 
temporarily blinded by a bolt of lightning. 

f. Keep the wings level, the airspeed constant, 
and ride with the up and down drafts. 

Prec:ipitation Static 

When flying through a precipitation static area 
not associa~ed with thunderstorms, the static in the 
radio and the chances of a static discharge may be min
imized by doing the follo,,ing: 
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a.. Slow riown your air'!'.)lane 20 to 25 HPH. 
b. Decrease RPM of propellers as much as possible 

(probably 200 to 300 RPM decrease will be 
:oos ;=:i hl e depend i.ng on e ros i:; weight. ) 

c. Climb or descend two or three thousand feet, 
deoending on the tyDe of weather and the terrain. 
This change of altitude anrl resultant change in 
temoerature will often get you out of the 
static area. 

To eliminate carburetor ice, indicated by engine 
roughness, a drop in roanibold pressure, and carburetor 
air temperatures below 25 C, increase power to ?.400 nru 
and 43.5 inches and close the intercoolers (four toggle 
switches on ingineer'~ Stand). This will eliminate 
carburetor ice. If necessary to fly in carburetor icing 
conditionE, establish the desired power for climbing or 
cruisinp,6 then maintain carburetor air temperature be
tween 25 and 38° C by closing intercoolers, increasing 
turbo boost and throttling back. 

To prevent or eliminate nitot tube ice 1 turn pitot 
heat on (torr;le switch on Enr.ineer's control stand). 

To prevent or eliminate nropeller ice, turn on Rnti
icer pumps (toggle switch on Engineer's control stand). 
Pumps ai·e located under floor of rear pressuri:;,;ed com
~artment--one for inboard engines and one for outboard , 
engines. Under ~ngineer 1 s control stand are two separat~ 
rheostats for controllinp, flow of anti-icer fluid. 

To eliminate wine ice, use de-icer to~£le switch 
(Enginee»'s control stand) as necessary. 

:!:r.'STRID'.i.:NT APPROACH 

An instrument approach in the B-29 differs little 
from an instrument approach in other airplanes. ,Just 
remember these points. 

a. '.' 'hen ma.kin~ an instrument approach and heading 
inbound toward the cone, set half flaps, 2400, and 
turbos on !fo. 118". Lower p.ear .1ust short of cone. 

b. Because the airplane is relativeli unstable 
with flaps down, it is recomnended that 25 flaps be 
set when starting to let down toward the cone, before 
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beam bracketing becomes difficult and before changes in 
altitude become critical. It is also recommendeA that 
full flaps be save1 until aft·::r you have broken through 
and are lined up with the rimwa.y on final c1.p!)roe. ch. 

c. Vihen making an instrument te.ke-off, the attitude 
of the airplane is very important. If the ship is held 
in the proper attiturle for take-off, and w.me~iately 
after te.ke-off, airspeed will build up steedily. Don •t 
-pull the nose too high on take-off. Climb 0.t a minimum 
airspeed of 160 MPH to 500 ft. <1bove the terrain. Then, 
before continuing the climb, level off until reaching 
climbing e.irspeed (195 to 205, depending on ,:eight), 
and until all CHT fall below 248° C. 

d. Recom.T.ended instrument flying speeds: 
T.O. 115-130 IAS 
Climb 195 IAS 

~et down (2~ flaps) 150 IAS (Minimum) 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING 

IF WARNING HORN BLOWS 

1. Check the wing flaps-horn ( on cabin wall aft 
of Airplane Commander) blows steadily with gear down, 
naps down less than 20° or more than 30°, and throttles 
more than 3/4 open. 

2. Check ~owl naps-horn blows steadily with gear 
down, cowl naps open more than 15° and throttles more 
than 3/4 open. Long red line on cowl flap indicator 
marks 15°; short red line marks 7!0 • 

3. Check cabin pressure-horns (aft of Airplane 
Conrnande& in rear pressurized compa:ttment, and in Tail 
Gunner's compartment) blow intermittently with cabin 
altitude above 12,000 feet. This warning may be turned 
off by switch on Engineer's auxiliary switch pa,nel. 

If these checks do not disclose the trouble, cir
cuit is probably shorted, so pull the cabin warning fuse 
in Engineer's forward fuse panel. 
CATTTION: Removing the 10 amp cabin warning fuse breaks 
circuit to red "unsafe to land" gear warning light and 
de-energizes the warning horn relay. Removal of 5 amp 
fuse in Airplane Commander's aisle stand breaks the 
power supply to the warning horn and the green "safe to 
land" gear warning lights. I f it is necessary to ~ull 
this latter fuse to stop horn, fuse must be replaced 
momentarily after the gear is lowered to check and see 
if green lights are on. ' 

FAILURE OF LANDING GEAR TO EXTEND OR RETRACT ( See 
Emergency Procedures.) 

GAS FUMES IN CABrn 

1. Open windows and doors to prevent accumulation 
of fumes. Order crew mempers not to smoke. 

2. Check the forward bomb bay for leaks around 
the fuel transfer system. 

3. Check the "blue-white" lines to the Airplane 
Commander's and Flight ..::ngineer's manifold pressure gage& 
These are direct reading instruments. Loose connections 
in the lines will release fumes in the ~abin. 

4. Check with the Tail Gunner for strong fumes 
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around the put-put. 
5. Check bomb bay vents for syphoning. 
6. In some cases, it may be advisable for crew to 

put on oxygen masks. 

DETONATION 

Detonation is an explosion of the mixture within 
the cylinder in contrast with the normal fast burning 
of the mixture. Detonation exerts excessive pressure 
within the cylinder, because all the mixture burns at 
once, instead of burning over a period of time. 

Detonation can be identified by high cylinder head 
temperatures, rough engine operation, and puffs of black 
smoke issuing from the ~xhaust. Detonation is a function 
of high temperatures and pressures, being more pronounc
ed and destructive as these factors increase. Therefore, 
detonation can be caused by (1) a climb or maneuver 
which tends to cut down the cooling air now and raise 
head temperatures; (2) increasing carburetor air temper
·aturee in attempting to avoid icing conditions; (3) 
increase in power causing increases in cylinder pressures 
and temperatures; (4) closing cowl flaps; or (5) lean 
fuel-air mixtures increasing combustion temperatures. 

Proper correlation between RPM and manifold preBsure 
is also necessary to prevent excessive brake mean 
effective pressures which cause detonation. Poor spark 
plug operation will cause preignition and detonation at 
high power settings. Use fuel of correct octane rating 
to prevent detonation. If detonation should occur, 
richen the mixture, lower the manifold pressure, and 
lower cylinder head temperatures by opening cowl f4!-pS 
or increasing airspeed. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FAILURE 

1. First check generators and inverters to make 
sure the system is not going dead. For example, fluor
escent lights going out or interphone going dead may be 
the first indication that generator switches are off or 
that put-put is not "on the line." 

2. Then check the fuse, or the circuit breaker 
reset button. For examples given above, find interphone 
fuse in radio compass relay shield forward of Radio Op-
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erator and interior lighting fuse in Engineer's forward 
panel. See following pages for fuse location diagrams. 
Fuel transfer pumps, propeller governor circuits, invert
ers, and gun turret amplidynes are equipped with circuit 
breaker reset switches. 

3. If electrical trouble such as burning of wires 
becomes apparent, turn all generators and battery switch
es off until trouble is found ., 

EMERGENCY LANDING GEAR SOLENOIDS 

To operate the emergency landing gear solenoids, 
proceed as follows: 

1. Remove the two acrews and phenolic cover on down 
solenoid. 

2. Press the solenoid bar firmly with hammer handle 
or screw driver for ten seconds (check and see if gear 
lowers) if so, repeat operation. 

3. If results are not obtained: 
a. Repeat above operations on adjoining sole

noid. 
4. If results are not obtained: 

a. Place Pilot's transfer switch in normal 
position. 

b. Stop auxiliary power plant. 
c. Tighten all electrical conri.ections in right 

or left (as applicable) emergency solenoid 
boxes located at station 485. 

d. Place Airplane Commander's transfer switch 
in emergency position. 

5. Start aux. p.p.;ha.ve bus selector switch in 
emergency. 

6. Repeat in orde~ above steps 2 and 3. 

RPM CHANGES 

After changing RPM, make sure switches (Airplane 
Commander's aisle stand) are back in neutral position. 
Special caution in this regard should be taken on firet 
power reduction after take-off. A suggested method for 
preventing a propeller switch from sticking is to grasp 
both metal tabs when changing RPM. If both tabs are used 
and switches are manually returned to neutral, rather 
than relying on the spring tension of the switch itself, 
there will be no danger of a propeller swi tch sticking. 
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B-29 

LOCATION OF FUSE PANELS 
( SEE MEXT PAGES FOR DETAILJ 
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LOCATION OF FOSES: ( See Dia.gram prevdoue page) 

A. Outboard, Nacelle Solenoid Panel 
l. Cowl flap 50A 
2. Landing light 30A 
3. Generator 4oo A (Current limiter) 
4. GenArator 400 A (Current limiter) 

B. Inboard, Nacelle Solenoid Panel 
l. Landing gear door 150A 
2. Cowl flap 50 A 
3. Generator 400 A (Current limiter) 

C. Inverter Relay Shield 
1. 2 inverter circuit breakers, with reset 

buttons 
2. API 2A 
}. API lA 
4. TBS 2A 
5. fl Amplifier 2A 
6. #2 Am~lifier 2A 
7. +3 Amplifier 2A 
8. 14 Amplifier 2A 

D. Tur~et Junction Shield 
1. API lOA 
2. Interior lights lOA 
3. Compass caging motor 3A 
4. Flight control 30A 
5. Suit he3ter 35A 
6. Lorenz Equi,ment lOA (open) 
7. Forward bomb door safety switch 2A 
3. .ANRR,..l-1A-3AC 
9. Circuit BreAlcer SCR 522 with reset button 

K. Engineer's Forward Fuse Panel 
1. Surface de-icer 5A 
2. Engine primer lOA 
3. Juel shut-off 15A 
4. Fuel shut-off 15,A 
5. Cowl flan 2A 
6. Cowl flap 2A 
7. Cabin warning lOA. 
8. 011 dilution lOA 
9. DC instr. lOA 

10. Inverter relay lOA 
11. Interior lights 15,A 
12. Hydraulic pump and oxygen warning 2A 

r. ingineer'a Aft Fuse Panel 
1. Cabin heat R.H. 15,A 
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2. Cabin heat L.H. 15A 
3. Starter 20A 
4. Fuel boost No. 4 20A 
5. Fuel boost No. 3 20A 
6. Fuel boost No. 2 20A 
7. Fuel boost No. 1 20,\ 
8. Intercooler No. 4 15A 
9. Intercooler No. 3 15A 

10. Pilot heater 15A 
11. Pilot's suit htr. 20A 
12. Engineer's suit htr. 20A 
13. Radio Operator's suit htr. 20A 
14. Hyd. pwn:p 2A 
15. 011 cooler No. 1 15A 
16. 011 cooler No. 2 15A 
17. Oil cooler Ho. 3 15A 
18. Oil cooler No. 4 15A 
19. Anti-icer 5A 
20. Intercooler No. 1 15A 
21. In"terco oler No. 2 15,A 
22. Pilot heater 15A 

G. Aisle Stand fuse Panel 
1. Extension light 2A 
2. AFCE heater 15,A 
3. Landing gear warning horn 5A 
4. Position lights · 20A 
5. Bombardier's suit heater 20A 
6. Prop feathering (open) 
7. Landing lights 5A 
8. &lergency alarm 5A 
9~ Formation lights 2A 

10. Landing ~ear lOA 
11. Flap motor 5A 

H. Bombardier I e Fuse Pai el 
l. Bomb sight 15A 
2. Camera 2A 
3. Bomb door 2A 

I. Nose ~heel Well Panel 
1. Nose gear motor 150A (or 200A) 

J. Radio Compass Relay Shield 
l. Inter-phone 15A 
2. 535/595 receiver 20A 
3. Radio compass relay (AC) 3A 
4. Radio compass relay (DC) lOA 
5. Ant. reel relay 2A 
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K. Forward Bomb Door Solenoid Shield 
l. Antenna reel lOA 

L. Aft Bomb Door Solenoid Shield 
None 

M. Computer Voltage Regulator 
l. 5 fuses each 5A 

N. Junction Shield 2091 (under Ba.dar Oper. table) 
1. DC Fuses 

a. Bomb 10.A. 
b. Light 5.A 
c. Fan 10.A. 
d. Turret lOA 
e. Heater 15,A 
f. Heater 30A. 
g. Rea ter 30A. 
h. Rann lOA 
1. Sup1JlY to R:_,_ven jun.ction box lOA. 

2. AC Fuse3 
a. Raven 15A 
b. 622 5A 
c. 7-18 (218) 5A 

O. Battery Solen0id Shield 
1. :Battery solenoid and IF1' detonator 20.A. 
2. Interior lir,ht 5A. 
3. Camera. 35A 
4. Auxiliary power plant ignition switch 5A 
5. Auxiliary power plant circuit breaker 300A 

P. Tail Skid Junction shield 
1. Tail skid motor 20A 
2. Amm. booster L.H. 30A. 
3. Amm. booster R.H. 30A 
4. Warnin~ horn 5A 
5. Suit heater 20A 
6. Warning li ,-:ht 2A ( open) 

~- Station 646 Fuse Panel 
1. 50A (ol)en) 
2. Suit heater 35A 
3. Defroster 20A 
4. Defroster 35A 
5. Warning Horn 5A 
6. Oxygen warning 5A (open) 
7. Interior lighting 5A 
8. Interior lighti~g 5A 
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WJ.NG HEA VINE.SS 

1. Check trim ta.b position indicator. 
2. Check for equal fuel quantity in lef"t and 

right wings. 
3. Check wing flap retracting linkage tor identical 

wing flap positions. 
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SYSTEMS 

FUEL SYSTEM 

(2.AF Manual 50- 27 
Rev 5 J•.me 45) 

Fuel is transferred by two electric pumps, control
ed by toggle switches on Engineers stand. Hourly 
capacity at sea level, with both pumps operating, is 
1500 gallons per hour; at 30,1)()() feet it is 500 gallons 
per hour. System may be operated with either of the 
two pumps, which would cut the above capacity figures 
to 800 GPH at sea leve~ and JOO GPH at 30,000 feet. 

Fuel is carried in four wing tanks (cap4city of 
each inboard tank 1436.5 gallons, of each outboard tank 
1367.5 gallons), and seven auxiliary tanks. Each of the 
four bomb bay tanks holds 640 gallons; the wing center 
section tank holds 1315 gallons in the B-29 and B-29B 
1120 in the B-29A. Various combinations of auxiliary 
tanks may be used. 

Fuel may be transferred between rear bomb bay tanks 
and front bomb bay tanks; between rear bomb bay tanks 
and tank 3 or 4; between front tanks and tank one or two; 
and across center line of airplane .from engines 1 or 2 
to either 3 or 4. Fuel may be transferred between wing 
center section tank and any other tank, as each tank 
selector quadrant has position marked "wing center 
section tank." 

Wing tanks are vented through lines to openings on 
either side of fuselage. Bomb bay tanks are vented 
beneath the fuselage. 

Tank safety switches, high on the port wall of each 
bomb bay, should be turned off when bomb bay tanks are 
installed. This disconnects the bomb release mechanism 
and prevents unintentional release or bomb bay tanks. 

Engine primers, operated by mo■entary contact 
switches on Engineer's control stand, inject fuel into 
the blower section. 

Fuel boost pumps are operated by rheostats on 
Engineer's control stand. Later models incorporate the 
otf-on switch in the rheostRt, instead of using separate 
toggle switches. 

OIL SYSTEM 

The capacity ot each engine oil tank is 80 gallons. 
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A 100-r,allon reserve oil tank is locA.ted on the port 
side of the center wing section near the oil transfer 
pump A.nd the oil transfer selector valve. The oil 
dilution line from the fuel system enters the oil system 
at the top of the "Y" drain, before oil r.eaches pump. 

If emergency take-off is necessary, before engine 
oil is war~, oil should be diluted. 

Engine oil temperature is regulated by an automatic 
cil cooler shutter control. A manual override switch 
on the 6ngineer's control stand can be used if necessary, 
to set the oil cooler shutter manually. Don't use 
feathering button to ch~nge oil in prop dome. 

L!.NDING GDAR 

Landing gear may be lowered at airspeeds below 180 
UPH. t:ine electric motors operate the system-two 
n0rmal motors for the main gear, two emergency motors for 
the maj_n gear, two motors for the main gear doors (on 
the emergency system, main gear doors are released so 
that they fall of their own weight), one normal nose 
gear motor and one emergency nose gear motor (nose gear 
doors and nose gear are ooerated together with the same 
motor by a mP-chanical linkage) and tail skid motor. 

Norrr,al landing gear switch, main gear door motors, 
and normal nose gear motor are fused (nose ~ear fuse in 
nose wheel weli). If main gear extends and locks, but 
nose wheel does not, check nose gear motor fuse. 

Landing gear operation takes 40 seconds on normal 
system, not less than l½ minutes on emergency system. 

Via.in landing gear doors, after being released on 
emergency system, cannot be raised except by using the 
normal system in the following manner: 

a. Peturn landing gear transfer switch and bus 
selector switch to nonnal. 

b. Return emergency landing eear switches to 
"neutral". 

c. Put normal gear switch down until both main 
gear start down. This enga~es the retracting 
mechanism to the doors. 

d. Return switch to 1'neutral," wait 30 seconds, 
then switch to "Up." Gear and doors should 
retract. 
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RADIO EQUIPMENT 

The B-29 is equipped with the following radio sets: 
Command Set - SCR 274 - Controlled by Airplane 

Comme.nder 
Radio Compass -- SCR 269 -- Controlled by Pilot and 

Radio Operator 
IFF - SCR 695 Controlled by Airplane Commander 

and Radar Operator 
VHF - SCR 522 Controlled by Airplane Commander 

and Pilot 
ATC Set - AN/ART-13 -- Controlled by Radio Oper,. to1 
Gibson Girl Set - For emergency use by crew 
Inter-ohone Set -- RC-36B 
Blind-Landing - RC-103 - for Airplane Comm~der•s 

use 
Marker Beacon - RC-43 - for use with radio compase 
Eleven jackboxes (for rlombardier, Airplane Command

er, Pilot, Engineer, Navigator, Radio Operator, Top 
Grmner, Side Gunn.ers, Tail Gunner, and Relief Gunner) 
have five positions: COW,, VHF FOR ALL CR.EV; MEMBERS 
EXCEPT RADIO OPERATOR ¥.'HO HAS LIAISON, COMMAND, INTER 
AND CALL. 

In an emergency, Airnlane Commander can communicate 
with the crew by emergency interphone (tr~nsmitter 
selector switch on 3 or 4 e.nd jflckbnx on "Command"), by 
alarm bell, by phone cei.11 signal light switch ( on Air
plane Commander's aisle stand), and by "call" position 
on jackbox. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

Electr:i.cal power is supplie'l by 6 englne-~rlven, 
28-vol t, 300-ampP-re generators, (2 on outbof_rd~, 1 on 
inboards), a 24-volt, 34-ampere hour battery, a 28-volt, 
200-ampere auxilirry genere.tor, md tv:o 750-volt ampere 
inverters. Engine Driven generc.tors ( S"'li tches on En
gineer Is control stand), will cut in at 1100 RPM and 
rec.ch maximum output at 1375 RPM. Either inverter may 
be used to supply 26 volt flternating curre~t for the 
autosyn instrument (flP. p position in,Ucator), nnd 115 
volt AC for the radio compas ;; , the flux gate compass, 
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and the turbo regulators • .UUE operates on 115 volt AC 
from its own inverter. 

The put-put uses 100 octane gas and S~ No. 30 oil. 
As this auA~liary generator is not supercharged, its 
voltage output will decrease above 10,000 feet. At very 
high altitudes, the put-put will run only if the mixture 
is leaned out. 

After turning the ignition switch on and setting the) 
throttle to •Idle•(unless control is automatic), start 
the put-put either with the hand-cranking rope or by 
putti!l.G the generator switch on nstart• (if battery 
switch is non"). As soon as put-put is started, set 
generator switch to •ort•. When manifold feels warm to 
the touch (3 to 5 minutes), set throttle to •run• (unless 
control is automatic), set generator switch to "run•, 
and turn equalizer switch on. 

Leaving equalizer switch on '1':hen engine-driven gen
erators are not •on the line• robs the system of about 
half of a volt, but it is better to tako the loss and be 
sure of having the equalizer switch on when it is needed. 

To stop the put-put, set throttle at idle, turn 
generator equalizer and ignition switches off. 

The external power plug is located in the nose 
wheel well. 

Power from the engine-driven generators is directed 
to the emergency bus by the landing gear transfer switch 
(Airplane Co;r:rr.ander' s control stand). Power frcm the 
put-put and battery is directed to the emergency bus by 
the bus selector switch (battery solenoid shield). When 
using bus selector switch, put-put should be non the 
line. 11 

The emergency bus, when octuated, supplies power 
only to the ewerc;ency l<1l"t!~ !'C s -ar motors and the port
able electric motor. 

The 24-volt, DC system operates four fuel boost 
pumps, two anti-icer pumps (one for inboards. another for 
outboards), four feathering pumps, and two fuel transfer 
pumps. 

The B-29 has the conventional system of position 
lights, recognition lights, and formation lights. Also 
included are landing lights which turn on when extended 
from the underside of wine. (Don't extend landing 
lights above 180 l,.'.PH indicated). Wheel well spotlights, 
con trolled from Engineer's stand, illuminate the l anding 
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gear for , v.;_sur.l check at night. 

T ADIB OF .M'J'E'Rf..G:'" LOADS 

Upper f'o!""'a!'ii tnr,..Pt 
UnDer aft turret 
Lower forv:ard tLT!'9t 
Lom~r aft t1P-'!'et 
Tail turret 
Tail a111muni tion booster 

motors (2) 
C-1 nuto pilot 
Bomb. rloors ( fonrr.rd and 

&.ft) 
Le,nd in~ ge~.,. ( 2) 
Nose &'ear 
'.foeel - doors (2) 
'fi'1g flnps 
nydr.: ,ulic pump 
L~nning lights (2) 
ATC ra:lio set 

132.5 (B?ttle load 275.5) 
132.5 (Battle lorul 275.5) 

84 
84 

2L2 (Battle loEC'I .420) 

L:80 
L,60 
155 
280 
200 
110 

52 
35 

( 350 in flivht 

Tre 13-29 5.3 pov·erPd by R-3350, 1:
1rie:ht, 18-~vJ.in.\r.:.1•. 

ra·;ial engin~s. Hnr.iJ.ton Full-T<'e2t!,Pri:1;:; l)rn,r~J_, e:.-- s 
rotete cJ. ock,ri.se, ··•hen vi_er;eri. from th':' re,~r, en E r,n;,::- t 
re 'uction rc.:tio o;' .35. ?ronelJ.qr >"OVP"r:'no ,·r -- ·e ccn
kollc-l electri.celJy by f'o 1.tr, t':7o- :J ,:, , iti.on f C- f' -1 ~ 
8'i'·1tches on t h P ••, .;r:17 1: n~ Corir1rn-1P.r 1 '."' :• ts1 ~· 'L ;,-·. ,-,,_.., 

Fro-.:, 2roverrror :,;,r stem uses circuit bre' 1-:P.r s .- '' :~ +- " •" ,' , f' 
ruf:'es, , :i.th reRet hutt,mr, nt t ", ') -: ~t end n·~ t '---- ·. i • ·i ,, 
C0r~' 8ncl0.r'" c:t: ·nd •. ~lea on th"' ;.;.,...-.1_ _..n,., C'':I ·1 ~, , , .. , , ,, 

;- isle st.· n.1. are fonr 1~e- t ·neri np- 1~,1t-!;,nn • 1
·, 1" ', - t' -" rn;r 

circ-ui ts n1·e not fn<1eJ , b11t a ~·e e::.p1.i. n ° 1 1:· i '.J·1 
'r91k~rs on later mo1els. 

C!Jl'I'ION: To increaf.e J.H'e of e1,g:i.nss , / l:i:, l ... c, 
er shoulrl not check m:wnetor; 1n f'lirht, cw· (', -.w r . .c- , ,, ,_,1.<c::: 
, t i'ii_gh(~r '_lm'rArf thrn n ·~ cessary f'(• r J en:~ r :_ \'!:.'. ,.!. 1; 1 : ~:,:; 

airP:1eeds. 
The c,-,rburetor is ,;_ Ch:_(1,Uer--rv, i:1 ,..,11tr:r.'1Ji" :i.c. r-- re 

58-G ,:,8-4. . 
The engina i~ st?rted by a J ack rn~ Heintz cCJ~iD?

tion inertia 2.n ~1 ,Hrect cr •:nking st•· rtAr, 
Vacuw:; pu11ps, on0 for ecch en6i 1•1.;J, ~>ro~,.,:-1~ •wcm1.m 

for t!1e C&'Tleras, r·1e-icer boot~· ·,n,'1 J.n;:;t'!:'Ul"ler,t-;: · ·1~1 
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l)rovide pressure for inflatlll£ the cle-icer boots. 
Either in.boa1·d vacuur.1 :ium1, may be used for vacuum (selec
tor lever '.)Il Engineer's control stand). The other th:r:ee 
pur::ps _tlrovide :pressure for the de-icer bootse 

Fuel 
1r1ow 
GPH 

Uperating Horse- Manifold per I.fax. 
Condition uower RPM Pressure l!h Enr':. C:HT 
Take- Off* 2800 49 Auto 
(S I.~n.) 2200 2600 LL7 .r:; Hich 290 260 
Htd Pm':'er Auto 
( Clir:ili) 2000 21.iOO h.'-3.fi Rich 2SO 2L!.G 
l :td i 10 1 • ..-o:c i~uto 
l Leve 1- con) 2000 2LL00 1.i.1.s nich 2SO 21..!.C 

Auto 
Crui3e 17SO 2100 19 ih ch 200 21.i.o 

i..uto 
Cruise lb.SO _2.,?_0_Q_ _J.5 ___ Dich 160 2.h.O 

""1.u:t-;;-
Cruise 1170 2100 11 Lec.n 110 232 
Long ItaU£;e J\Uto 
Cruisin.,::, 0 SO 2000 26 ! 2 Lean 9S 212 

Auto 
GSO 1800 2G + 2 Lean Gl ... ,, ... "') 

<.. ,~ 

,;,uto 
600 il.00 ')C' _c 2 .Lea..'1 G2 ~12 ,_v 

*l'.:ili tary Power at 25,000 ft. 

]for inform.at ion on fuel consur.pt ion, porter scttir;["s, 
maxirmllr:. raI1£e, etc., see cruise control section of 
11 Standard Procedures for Flif:-ht :Enc ineers". 
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

Electric hydraulic pump cuts in when main hy- 
draul.ic pr,3ssure falls below 800 PSI., and cuts out 
when main hydraulic pressure reaches 1.,000 PSI. It 
main pressure drops below 600 PSI., Co-pilot's amber 
warning light goes on. Hydraulic pump will run contin
uously at pressures below 800 PSI, unless pressure falls 
below 200 PSI, when pump will cut out to prevent over
heating in cs.se hydraulic fiuid is lost. 

When emergency pressure falls below 900 PSI, amber 
warning Ugh t on Engineer' s panel will burn. To service, 
switch hydraulic servicing valve (on Engineer's panel) 
to "open"., press momentary contact toggle switch (on 
&ngineer 1 R stand) until pressure builds up to 1075 PSI. 
Momentary contact switch will operate pump., regardle~s 
of pressure in etther system. Pressure relief valve 
opens at 1075 PSI and reaches full open position at 
1200 PSI. 

Capaci.t.y of hydraulic tank is three gallons., plus 
11 half gsllon expansion ~pace. 
~: Tank gage should read approximately 2 gallono 
~hen parking hrakes are set. 

The hydraulic panel., located at the rear of the 
forward pressurized compartment under the floor., con
tains an electric pump, a floating piston-type accunru
lRtor., a filter., a pres~ure switch., a relief valve, and 
a shut-off valve. Hydraulic hand pump ( left of co
pilot) may be used in event of electric pump fs.il\U'e. 

Parking brakes should not be set if brakes are 
hot, as the brakes will not cool properly with parking 
brakes on. 

Air pressure preload in both normal and emergency 
accumulators is 400 PSI. 

TURBOSUPERCHA~ER SYSTEM 

General Electric Type B-11., exhaust driven, turbo
irnperchargers prov:i.de compressed air for the carbure
tor. A Honeywell Electronic turbo regulator system 
is used for control of boost and is regulated by a 
rnnster control located on Airplane CommAnder's aisle 
stand. 
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NORMAL lASTRUl~F..NT READINGS 

Hose 011 Pres sure 
Rear Oil Pressure 
Oil Te,mpe ra ture 
Fuel Pressure 
De-icer Pressur e 
Vacuum Pressure 
Oxygen Pressure 
Hydraulic Pressure 

(Normal & Emergency) 

STRUCTURE 

Wing Span 
Length 
Height 
Wing Design 

Min 
~ 
60 
4o 
16 

Desired 
3~ 
70-80 
50-90 
17-18 
7-7.5 

3 .S-lt.2 
400-4?.5 ( Cold) 

800-1000 PSI 

141 1 

98 1 

29 I 

Boeing 117 

Compartment s from nose to tail are: 

Max. 
55 PSI 
85 
95 
20 
PSI 

In Hg 
450 PSI 

Forward pre ssure cabin, forward bomb bay, fuselage 
wing gap, a.ft bolllb bay, rear pressurized compartment, 
rear unprHssurized compartment, Tail Gunner'& compart
ment. Front ;ind rear pressurized compartments are ac
cessible when cabin is pressurized; others are not ac
ceosible. 

Controls nre conventional. Aileron and rudder 
trim tabs also function ae servo tabs to make control 
111ovo1Aent easier . 

Wi~; flaps ( Fowler design) may be lowered to 25° 
at iudicA.ted airspeeds below 220 MPH, to 45° at iudi
cated nirspeeds below 100 MPH. 
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PROOEDURE FOR OPERATING FUEL INJECTION ENGINESa 
Bendix - Starting. 
1. Master ignition switch - ON. 
2. Set throttles at 800 to 1000 RPM. 
J. Fire extinguishers - Set selector to engine be-

ing started. 
4. Move mixture control to Auto Rich. 
5. Fuel boost to low (9-12 PSI) 
6. Energize starter 12 to 16 seconds. 
7. Mesh starter. 
8. When prop has turned one revolution, turn igni

tion switch oo. 
9. Fuel boost OFF after engine is operating smooth-

ly. 
WARNINGt If this procedure does not start engine 

after thirty (30) seconds of meshing, let starter cool 
far one minute, then repeat procedure. 

Bendix - Stopping. 
Stopping instructions are the same as for carburetor 

engines. 
Bosch - Starting. 
1. Master ignition switch - ON. 
2. Mcve throttle through two cycles of trRvel (in 

order to set positioning pump), then set throttle to full 
open position. 

3. Fire extinguishers - Set selector to engine be-
ing started. 

4. Move mixture control to Auto Rich. 
5. Fuel boost to low (9•12 P8I). 
6. Energize starter 12 to 16 seconds. 
?. Mesh starter. 
8. When propeller is turned one revolution, close 

throttle to equivalent 1000 RPM position and turn igni
tion switch ON. 

9. Fuel boost OFF after engine is operating 
smoothly. 

Bosch - Stoppingc 
Same as for carburetor engines. (Closing throttle 

eliminates possibili ty of running Bosch fuel pump dry.) 
MANIFOLD PRESSURE SURGE AT HIGH ALTITUDF 

To eliminate manifold pressure surges at high alti
tude, the following procedure should be usedz 

1. Advance r.p.m. and manifold pressure on out
board engines (keeping power settings related) until 
throttles are full open or until surge is eliminated. 
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Reduce manifold pressure and r.p.m. on inboard engines 
to oolance power for best maximum range cruising air
speed or until it is impossible to maintain cebin pres• 
surization. 

2. In the event Step 1 does not eliminate surges 
in manifold pressure, advance r.p.m. (approximately 50 
to 100 r.p.m.) on affected engines until surge is elim• 
inated. A balanced power condition between oppo:.dte 
sides of airplRne must be maintained. 

CAUTIONS Step 2 will give unrelated power settings 
which are undesirable. Related power settings must be 
restored as soon as possible to insure economy in fuel 
consumption. 
OXYGEN DRILL 

Oxygen drill will consist of the followings 
le Airplane Commander will give order "Stand by 

for oxygen drill," at which time each crew member will 
strap his mask into place within a minimum time, cheoking 
immediately to ascertain whether he is receiving proper 
oxygen supply. 

2. Upon completion of step 2, each crew member will 
notify pilot in following order t hat he _t~ OK and on 
oxy:sena Tail Gunner, Radar Operator, Top G1mner, Lett 
Gunner, Right. Gunner, Radio Operator, Navigator, Engineer 
and Bombardier. 

3. Crew will wear masks until told to remove them 
by Airplane Commander. Pilot will check the crew members 
on the interphone every 15 minutes whilA at altitude 
when the ship is depressurized and oxygen masks are being 
used. 

NOTEa When at altitude, each crew member will at 
all times have his oxygen mask plugged into outlet, with 
regulator set at auto-mix. 
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